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NONELECTRICALMACHINERY
NONELECTRICAL MACHINERY iS by far the largest division of those
included in this study, encompassing almost a third of OECD exports
in the products covered. Aside from a brief description of the division
as a whole, we have chosen seven groups and subgroups for more
detailed discussion. These are aircraft engines, other internal combustion
engines, agricultural machinery, office machinery, metalworking machine
tools, textile and leather machinery, and mechanical handling equip-
ment.
The United States was the leading exporter of nonelectrical machinery,
followed by Germany and the United Kingdom, with Japan a compara-
tively minor factor (Table 12.1). Germany dominated the market in.
the European OECD countries, which were the destination of almost
half of OECD exports in 1963. The United States accounted for more
than half of imports into Canada, Japan, and Latin America, and the
United Kingdom was the strongest exporter to "other destinations,"
mainly Africa and Asia. The United Kingdom was not the largest
exporter in any of the individual SITC groups. It was second to the
United States and far ahead of Germany in power generating
agricultural machinery. Germany was the largest source of exports in
metalworking and textile and leather machinery, with a long lead over
both the United States and the United Kingdom. The United States
accounted for almost a third or more of OECD exports of power gen-
erating, agricultural, office, and special industry machinery and was
substantially ahead of its nearest rival in each. Japan's share was over 2
Note: SITC 71. Value of OECD exports in 1963: $14.2 billion;31.8 per cent of
studytotal.Coverage: Power generating machinery;agriculturalmachinery;office


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































per cent only for textile and leather machinery, aside from the mis-
cellaneous category.
Both the United States and the United Kingdom lost ground as
exporters of nonelectrical machinery, the former mainly between 1957
and 1961 and the latter in several smaller steps spread throughout the
period (Table 12.2). Germany and other EEC countries both increased
their shares rapidly during the years before 1961. The Japanese share
doubled over the whole period but remained low, at only 3 per cent in
1964.
The outstanding features of the price data for nonelectrical machinery
as a group, reported in Table 12.3, are the large price increases, con-
centrated in the early periods, and the striking similarity of price changes
in the different countries. In Table 12.3, for the division as a whole, not
a single price declined. There were, however, a few declines in the group
and subgroup indexes.
The range of movement in price competitiveness among all the coun-
tries in all the years was only eight percentage points, and only three
percentage points outside of 1957. The prices for the different countries
thus appeared to have kept in step to an extraordinary degree, 'especially
Table 12.2
OECD Exports of Nonelectrical Machinery, 1953, 1957, 196 1—64
(dollars in millions)
.




1964 $15,736 100.029.615.338.6 22.8 3.1
1963 14,164 100.028.617.038.8 ' 23.3 2.5
1962 13.410 100.029.316.838.2 22.9 2.6
1961 12,088 100.028.818.037.8 23.4 2.6
EXCLUDING SWITZERLANDAND SPAIN
1961 11,596 100.030.118.739.4 24.4 2.8
1957 8,264 100.039.319.031.9 21.2 1.5
1953 5,258 100.040.521.129.2 18.4 1.5
Source: Appendix B.Nonelectrical Machinery 285
Table 12.3
International Prices, Price Competitiveness, and Price Levels of
Nonelectrical Machinery, 1953,1957,196 1—64
1953 1957 1961 1962 1963 1964
INTERNATIONAL PRICE INDEXES (1962 =100)
U.s. 81 92 99 100 101 102
U.K. 81 92 98 100 100 102
EEC 81 88 97 100 100 102
Germany 80 87 97 100 101 102
INDEXES OFU.S. PRICE COMPETITIVENESS (1962 =100)
Relative to
U.K. 99 99 99 100 100 101
EEC 99 95 98 100 100 100
Germany 99 94 98 100 100 100
INTERNATIONAL PRICE LEVELS (U.S. FOR EACH YEAR =100)
U.S. 100 100 100 100 100 100
U.K. 89 90 90 90 90 91
EEC 92 89 91 93 93 92
Germany 92 88 91 93 93 93
Source: International price indexes from Appendix C; price competitiveness indexes,
Appendix D; price levels, Appendix E.
in view of the substantial relative price changes in the individual groups
that make up the nonelectrical machinery division.
Aircraft Engines and Parts 1
Trade
Trade in aircraft engines and parts isdominated by the United
Statesand the United Kingdom, which accounted for almost three-
quarters of 1963 OECD exports in this group, as can be seen in Table
12.4. Subsidiaries of British and American companies probably ac-
counted for all the trade of the third-ranking exporter, Canada. Most
1SITC711.4. Valueo/ OECD exports in 1963: $647.4 million; 1.5 per cent of study
total. Coverage: Engines exported as spares or for installation in aircraft produced in
the importing country. Over $125 mfflion of aircraft engines exported as part of air-












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































of the remaining 20 per cent was intra-EEC trade, and only a small
part went outside Europe, mainly Frenéh exports to Israel and South
Africa.
The ultimate destinations of the engines, as parts of aircraft, are
more varied than Table 12.4 indicates. The concentration of destina-
tions is partly due to the concentration of the aircraft manufacturing in-
dustry in a small number of countries.
The pattern of trade shown in Table 12.4 must be considered a very
rough approximation. Since sales of engines for military aircraft are
included, some of the data, particularly for the United States, are avail-
able only on exports to the world as a whole, and not by destination.
The United States accounted for about half or more of exports to
most markets, except for the EEC and the "all other" market consisting
mainly of Africa and Asia. The United Kingdom was the main ex-
porter to the EEC, Africa, and Asia, as far as can be seen from this tab-
ulation. However, the $118 million in the U.S. exports not accounted for
by destination might, if properly distributed in the table, raise the U.S.
share substantially in any of these markets. In addition, the data are
beset by an unusual number of errors and inconsistencies, which we
attempted to correct in Table 12.4.
Published data do not distinguish military from nonmilitary exports,
but the classification of almost all the U.S. exports as special category
suggests that military shipments are an important component of the
total. The military element in the figures may account for some of the
large discrepancy between exports reported by the United States ($286
million) and imports from the United States reported by importers
(about $164 million, as shown in the note .to Table A.5), although
gaps in the country coverage of imports are also significant.
A high proportion of aircraft engine exports seems to be in the form
of parts. However, the 3-to-i ratio of parts to complete engines given
in the U.S. data seems surprisingly large. The U.K. figures show parts as
one-half of the total, and U.S. production data suggest a similar ratio.2
2TheU.S.export parts total is from United States Exports of Domestic and Foreign
Commodity by Country of Destination,1963 Annual, U.S. Dept. of
Commerce, Report FT 410, 1964, p. 440, Schedule B No. 79476 (misclassified under
SITC 734). The complete engines and parts total is from unpublished revised data of
the U.S. Department of Commerce. U.K. exports are from Accounts Relating to Trade
and Navigation of theUnitedKingdom, U.K. Board of Trade, December 1964, p. 286.
U.S. production data are from Current Industrial Reports, Complete Aircraft and
Aircraft Engines, Summary for 1964, Series M37G (64—13), U.S. Bureau of the Census,
April 1965.288 Product Reports
A higher ratio is more in line with a statement that an aircraft engine
consumes roughly one-third of itsoriginal purchase price in spare
parts each year.8 Assuming an average life of an engine of about nine
years, and all parts purchased from the manufacturer, a ratio of parts
to new engines of three to one would be plausible if the level of sales of
new engines had remained constant. Any growth in sales, however, im-
plies a lower ratio. We have, therefore, accepted the evidence of the
U.K. exports and U.S. production data and weighted parts and complete
engines equally in our indexes.
The pattern of trade in engines is probably determined mainly by
the trade in aircraft, rather than by engine prices, since aircraft are
usually supplied with engines of the same nationality. For example,
U.S. imports of British engines have mostly been associated with pur-
chases of British Viscounts and the BAC- 111. However, aircraft in-
tended for foreign markets can be fitted with, foreign engines when
that is commercially desirable. The French Caravelle used Rolls-Royce
and American Pratt and Whitney engines and Boeing and Douglas offer
versions of their large jets equipped with British, instead of the usual
American, engines. An American sales agent for a French-built execu-
tive plane was reported to have insisted on the use of U.S.-built engines,
and this aircraft was advertised with emphasis on the U.S. -built engine
and without reference to the French origin of the airframe.4
Piston engines, which were the only ones traded in the early years of
the period, were a small fraction of the total compared with jet engines
at the end of our period. They were about one-quarter of U.S. exports,
but data on OECD imports from all countries indicate that they
were only about 15 per cent of total aircraft engine exports.5
Price Changes
According to the time-to-time price data summarized in Table 12.5,
U.S. prices of aircraft engines and parts rose by almost 30 per cent be-
tween 1953 and 1964. Data are not sufficient for the calculation of
U.K. prices in 1953, but during 1957—64, when indexes are available for
8 "Aero-Engines: Rolls-Royce's Exports," Economist, March 31, 1962.
4 "GE Said to be Getting $100 Million Contract for French-Built Jet," Wall Street
Journal) August 13, 1963; ibid., June 18, 1965.
U.S. exports of piston and jet engines are from unpublished revised tabulation of
the U.S. Department of Commerce. From the figure for 711.41 we deducted exports
of aircraft engine parts (Schedule B No. 79476). OECD imports are from the 1963
World Trade Annual, Walker & Company for the United Nations, Vol. IV.• Nonelectrical Machinery 289
Table 12.5
International Prices, Aircraft Engines and Parts, 1953, 1957, 1961—64
(1962=100)
1953 1957 1961 1962 1963 1964
U.S. 85a 92a 95a 100 105 110
U.K. NA 91 100 100 100 104
Source: Appendix C.
aExcludjng parts before 1962, as in the U.K. index, 87 in 1953, 94 in 1957, and 99 in
1961.
both countries, U.S. prices rose by 20 per cent and U.K. ones by only
14 per cent.
Prices of parts tended to rise more rapidly than those of complete
engines, particularly in the United States. All of the difference between
U.S. and U.K. price change over the whole period is due to the rise in
parts prices and to the inclusion of parts in the U.S. index for 1962/
1961 when the U.K. index excludes them. Taking complete engines
alone, we find prices in both countries to have risen only 12 per cent
between 1957 and 1964.
The price changes incorporated in these indexes are those on in-
dividual engine models from the time they are introduced to the end
of their production. Thus no price changes which involved the introduc-
tion of new engines enter the indexes at all. If new engines are intro-
duced at a kind of promotional price to the first buyers and then sold
to later buyers at prices fully reflecting their quality and production
costs, this type of linked index might show rising prices even if there
were no changes in the final prices from one engine to another. The past
price patterns have, in fact, mostly shown price increases after the
initial sales of each engine, but it is possible that these reflected trends
in engine price levels rather than adjustments in specific prices.
A U.S. time-to-time index adjusted for quality changecan be derived
from the 1962 cross-sectional relationship between thrust and price
which was calculated for the place-to-place comparisons (appendixto
this chapter).6 If we compare the actual prices paid in 1957 and 1962
6 It would have been, still better to use the superior equation containing both thrust
and weight, but information on weight was not available for all the engines in the
years other than 1962. The equation used here, not shown in the appendix to this chap-
ter because the weight variable is omitted, is:
Y (price in dollars)1,043 X1 (thrust in hundred pounds) + 47,326.290 Product Reports
with the 1962 equation (derived from order prices for a much larger
range of engines), we find that the 1962 actual prices are more than
11 per cent above those calculated from the equation while 1957 prices
were only 6 per cent higher. This difference indicates a price rise of 5.2
per cent, slightly below that indicated by the linked index we used. If
we exclude from the 1957 data a small engine, far outside the range of
sizes included in 1962, and we use a 1962 equation which covers only
engines of 10,000 pounds' thrust and over, the measured price increase
becomes 5.9 per cent, very close to the result of the linked index. Thus
the correlation-based index supports the evidence of the linked index,
and the support is the more impressive for the absence from the 1962 in-
dex of the engines appearing in the 1957 index.
Price Competitiveness
U.S. price competitiveness in aircraft engines relative to the United
Kingdom apparently first rose and then, after 1961, declined (Table
12.6), mainly because U.S. prices rose substantially from 1962 to 1963
while U.K. prices remained stable.
We lack data for the computation of British indexes before 1957 but
some information on. cost per horsepower of British engines suggests a
more rapid rise than in the United States, and therefore an improve-
ment in U.S. competitiveness, between 1953 and 1957. However, the
same data show a much greater rise between 1957 and 1960 than our
U.K. index and must therefore be viewed skeptically as extrapolators.
It is not clear what effect price measures corrected for quality change,
such as were discussed above in connection with the time-to-time
Table 12.6
U.S. Price Competitiveness Relative to the United Kingdom,
Aircraft Engines and Parts, 1957, 1961—64
(1962=100)
Year Index Year Index
1957 97 1963 95
1961 101 1964 94
1962 100
Source: Appendix D.Nonelectrical Machinery 291
indexes, would have on the index of price competitiveness. The close-
ness of the U.S. regression-based price index to the linked index and
the likelihood that adjustments for power would have been similar for
the two countries suggest that the index of price competitiveness would
not be strongly affected.
The main basis of the place-to-place index for complete aircraft
engines in 1962 was an analysis, described in detail in the appendix to
this chapter, of the cross-sectional relation between engine characteristics
and price for twenty American and British aircraft engines. A regression
equation was derived for price as a function of power (thrust) and
weight, and British and U.S. engine prices were compared with the
prices calculated from the equation. The U.K.-U.S. place-to-place
index for complete engines, calculated by dividing the average U.K.
ratio of actual to theoretical prices by the average U.S. ratio, equaled
100. Experimentation with several different forms of the equation did not
affect the index significantly, giving results varying only from 99 to 101.
Since the lowest levels of engine power were represented only by U.S.
engines and the next level by British ones, it seemed possible that these
engines might distort the regression line; the four lowest-powered engines
were therefore eliminated from the calculation to produce a regression
line confined to the range within which we have both U.S. and British
data. Inclusion of all twenty-four engines would have produced a some-
what higher U.K.-U.S. place-to-place index, around 102 or 103.
One rough check on the regression comparison is to match specific
British engines with U.S. engines of similar, but not identical, thrust and
weight. The method is crude because the results depend on the choice of
pairs, which is difficult to standardize. The three pairs most similar in
specifications gave U.K.-U.S. ratios ranging from 89 to 103 per cent,
with an average of 95 per cent, as compared to the figure of 100 per
cent used for the complete engines component of the index in Table
12.7.
The extrapolation of the 1962 place-to-place index for complete
engines by time-to-time data gives U.K. price levels for other years
ranging from 6 per cent below to 1 per cent above those of the United
States.
Prices of engine parts in the United Kingdom were apparently con-
siderably lower than in the United States in 1964—by more than 10
per cent. Our extrapolation by time-to-time indexes indicates a gap in292 Product Reports
Table 12.7
U.K. Price Level Relative to the United States, Aircraft Engines
and Parts, 1957, 1961—64
(U.S. =100)
Year Index Year Index
1957 94 1963 92
1961 98 1964 91
1962 97
Source: Appendix E.
1962 of only about 5 per cent, even then somewhat larger than that for
complete engines. The sample is small, however, and is probably biased
in favor of the United Kingdom since it consists of those parts which
U.S. manufacturers choose to produce in the United Kingdom, possibly
a minor and unrepresentative part of their total production.
Taking engines and parts together we find that U.K. prices were
below U.S. prices in every year covered, and declined relatively after
1961 to a point almost 10 per cent lower by 1964. It seems likely,
however, that the flow of trade in engine parts is determined more by
the prices of engines than by those of individual parts, because many
parts may be produced only in the factory making the complete engine.
In that case, the engine prices should be taken as the appropriate place-
to-place index for the group as a whole when the determinants of trade
flows are being studied.
Internal Combustion Engines Other Than for Aircraft
Trade
The United States and the United Kingdom were the leading exporters
of internal combustion engines, each accounting for a quarter of OECD
exports, with Germany following at about a fifth (Table 12.8). In
OECD exports as a whole, diesel engines were more important by a con-
siderable margin than all other types combined. In U.S. exports, how-
7SITC711.5. Value of OECD exports in 1963: $900 million; 2 per cent of study
total. Coverage: Gasoline, diesel, and other engines and parts, for automotive, marine,





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ever, other engines, particularly outboard motors and gasoline engines
other than for marine use, were as important as diesel engines, and the
United States was by far the major source of these engines. For diesel
engines, on the other hand, the United Kingdom was almost twice as
large an exporter as the United States, and Germany may also have
been more important than the United States.
Among diesel engines, if we can judge by U.S. and U.K. export data,
automotive diesels accounted for a little more than one-third and marine
diesels for over a fifth. The United Kingdom and United States showed
very different specialization, however. The United Kingdom was almost
five times as important as the United States in exports of automotive
diesels while the two countries were about equally important in marine
diesels. In other diesel engines, for which the United Kingdom led the
United States, its predominance was large in small diesel engines (under
100 horsepower) but not in very large ones (over 1,000 horsepower)
where the United States may even have been more important, although
the classification systems of the two countries do not permit an exact
companson.
In the exports of the United States and the United Kingdom, engine
parts were almost as important as complete engines. A large share of
parts, it will be recalled, also characterized the aircraft engine subgroup.
One feature of the data which may distort the comparisons among
the engine industries in the various countries is the omission of engines
exported as parts of vehicles. This factor may tend to exaggerate the
relative strength of the automobile engine producers in the United
States. Since exports are much more important to European than to
U.S. automobile producers, engines exported as part of complete vehicles
probably account for a much larger share of European than of U.S.
engine output.
The major change in the relative importance of the exporting coun-
tries was a decline in the U.S. share between 1953 and 1961 (from 35
to 24 per cent), a small part of which was subsequently regained (Table
12.9). The U.K. share rose to 1961 and then declined to slightly under
the initial level, and the German share declined by one or two per-
centage points. The most significant gains were made by two small
exporters, France and Italy, which raised their combined share from
less than 4 per cent in 1953 to more than 10 per cent in 1961—64.296 Product Reports
Table 12.9










1964 $1,027 100.027.023.834.0 19.9 2.7
1963 900 100.025.025.035.4 20.1 2.4






1961 783 100.024.027.735.6 21.3
1957 626 100.028.324.8 32.3 21.4
1953 353 100.034.624.6 29.7 22.1
Source: Appendix B.
Price Trends and Price Competitiveness
The international price indexes in Table 12.10 indicate that the prices
of U.S. and German internal combustion engines fluctuated within a
narrow range during the last four years. Our data are not adequate
for the publication of price indexes for the United Kingdom or the
EEC as a whole, but they do suggest that British price history was
roughly similar to that of the United States; the main exceptions are
that more of the 1953—61 price rise came before 1957 and that prices
rose relatively more in 1964. The U.S. position vis-à-vis Germany im-
proved between 1961 and 1963, but the gains disappeared in 1964. The
more limited data available for the United Kingdom suggest little change
in U.K.-U.S. price relationships but a sharper rise in U.K. prices in 1964.
In the earlier period the data show a sharp fall in U.S. price competi-
tiveness relative to Germany between 1953 and 1957, and then little
change to 1961. As can be seen in Table 12.9, the decline in U.S. price
competitiveness was accompanied by a sharp decline in the U.S. share
of internal combustion engine exports. The improvement in U.S. price
competitiveness in 1962 was also matched by a gain in exports, but
U.S. exports also gained in 1964, when the price movement appearedNonelectrical Machinery 297
Table 12.10
International Prices and U.S. Price Competitiveness, Internal Combustion
Engines Other than for Aircraft, 1953, 1957, 196 1—64
(1962 =100)
1953 1957 1961 1962 1963 1964
INTERNATIONALPRICE INDEXES
U.S. 80 94 100 100 103 •104
Germany 85 89 97 100 102 98
INDEX OF U.S. PRICECOMPETITIVENESS
Relative to
Germany 106 95 97 100 99 94
Source: Internationalpriceindexesfrom Appendix C; price competitiveness indexes,
Appendix 0.
quiteunfavorable. Before 1964, at least, these data seem to confirm
the high estimates of elasticity of substitution between the United States
and Germany found in Chapter 6 for machinery and vehicles at the two-
digit level. However, we did not estimate elasticity for the subgroup,
since we had so few observations.
Price Levels
Estimates of international price levels for internal combustion en-
gines have several deficiencies. One is that, although we have a large
number of observations, they are very unevenly distributed among the
various kinds of engines. In particular, there are very few for marine
diesels. A major shortcoming is our uncertainty about how best to
weight the types and sizes of engines within the group. Weighting is im-
portant because there is apparently a greater degree of national spe-
cialization within this category than in many others.8 The United States,
for example, has a relative advantage in automotive gasoline en-
gines mass produced in Detroit and elsewhere, particularly those in
the 150—400 horsepower range, built for heavy use over long distances.
In Europe and in many other markets the nature of the roads and truck
loads creates a demand for engines with 50 to 75 horsepower less than
8Nationalspecialization implies differences in the country-to-country price relatives
from one category of product to another. Differences in time-to-time relatives for various
categories within each country are likely to be smaller, and the data requirements for
such indexes are therefore not as stringent as for price level comparisons.298 Product Reports
Table 12.11





Internal combustion enginesandparts 100 90 96 94
Automotive diesel engines 100 70 NA 85
Outboard motors










in the United States. The U.K. industry, which is much more export-
oriented than that of the United States, tends to be better at lightweight,
compact engines and at marine engines. The Germans tend to do well in
industrial engines, particularly where each engine must be custom built.
European countries also tend to be cheaper parts suppliers; and parts,
as already noted, probably form a substantial fraction of the total trade.
In making our estimates of comparative price levels of internal com-
bustion engines, we incorporated the results of regression analyses of
prices of automotive diesel engines and outboard motors, for each of
which we had prices of a wide range of models for a number of countries
with the prices and specifications of each.9
When we combined the direct price comparisons for automotive and
other diesel and gasoline engines and for parts with the regression-
based indexes we found that for internal combustion engines as a whole
U.K. prices in 1962 were 10 per cent and German prices 6 per cent
lower than U.S. prices (Table 12.11). Prices in the EEC countries
other than Germany were slightly higher than German prices.10
The very advantageous U.K. position shown in the price level com-
parisons is reflected in the trade data for automotive diesel engines
9 The outboard motor analysis is in the appendix to this chapter; the diesel engine
data are from Chapter 5.
10Some direct comparisons of automotive diesel engine prices, that is,, comparisons
between engines of closely matching specifications, show no difference between U.S.
and U.K. prices. However, these are on engines outside the range of most U.K. exports
and outside the range to which the U.K. regression line was fitted, although they were
fairly typical of U.S. engines. If the specifications for these engines are inserted into
the U.K. regression equations, the estimated U.K. prices and the U.K.-U.S. price ratios
are far below the actual ones. This result indicates that the U.K. regression equation,
while it fits the range of observations that produced it, cannot be extrapolated to the
U.S. range of engine sizes. Fortunately, the U.K. size range is the one most important
in world trade.Nonelectrical Machinery 299
given in Table 12.8. U.K. exports were almost five times those of the
United States in this subgroup. In outboard motors, on the other hand,
for which U.K. prices were much closer to the U.S. level, the United
States was by far the leader in exports.
Agricultural Machinery and Implements
11
Trade
The United States, the United Kingdom, and Germany were the
major exporters of agricultural machinery, with the first accounting for
over one-third of OECD exports and the last for about one-eighth
(Table 12.12). Canada was a smaller but notable exporter. Almost a
quarter of total OECD exports represented trade between the United
States and Canada. This exchange is facilitated by proximity, similarity
of agricultural conditions and techniques, and the absence of U.S. or
Canadian tariffs on most of the products in the group. In fact, the North
American industry regards Canada and the United States as a single
market, and this is often reflected in the organizational structure of the
individual firms. Thus a single marketing subdivision may deal' with the
U.S. and Canadian market, and the location of plants on either side of
the border tends to be governed to a large degree by the same kinds of
considerations that might determine the choice, say, between Iowa and
Illinois.
In 1963 tractors accounted for over, half the agricultural machinery
and implement exports of the OECD countries as a whole, for over 60
per cent of U.S. exports, and over 80 per cent of U.K. exports. U.S.
tractor exports consisted largely of earth-moving tractors, particularly
crawler-type, used more in construction than in agriculture, never-
theless classified here by the SITC.'2 While the United States dominated
11SITC712. Value of OECD exports in 1963: $1,398 million; 3.1 per cent of study
total. Coverage: Tractors, farm and other, except those for tractor-trailers; harvesting,
threshing, and sorting machines; cultivating machinery, etc.
12Thetrade patterns reported in the text must be considered in the light of the
treatment of tractors in the SITC. SITC 712.5 is the basic classification for tractors
designed to haul or push other vehicles, appliances, or loads, but certain types of
tractors are classified elsewhere. Road tractors for tractor-trailer combinations are in
SITC 732.5; tractors for the short-distance transporthandling of goods or materials
(e.g., those with front-end loaders permanently attached) are in SITC 719.3 (mechani-
cal handling equipment); and tractors with permanently attached earth excavating or
moving appliances (e.g., bulldozers) are in SITC 718.4 (construction and mining ma-
chinery). As can be seen in the notes. to Appendix A, there is some disagreement
among national statistical offices as to the proper classification of some of these items.



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































the market for large earth movers, the United Kingdom was easily the
leader in exporting the lighter, less powerful, usually wheel-type ma-
chines which are widely used in agriculture and which are more impor-
tant in international trade. The strength of the U.K. position may be
ascribed to the economies of large-scale production; British production
is more concentrated in a few firms than is the case in other major coun-
tries, and the British firms concentrate only on two or three models.'3
Harvesting, threshing, and sorting machines are the second most
important subgroup, making up one-fourth of total exports. Germany
and Canada are the leaders in the export of combines, which loom large
in the subgroup. Combines play an important role in Canadian exports
to the United States, reflecting the position in the North American mar-
ket for the machines produced by a large Canadian-based agricultural
equipment manufacturer.
Only in the miscellaneous subgroup (SITC 712.9), which includes
poultry equipment and machines for extracting fruit juices, does the
United States enjoy a dominant trade position.
Differences in local conditions and techniques create demands for
somewhat different designs in different parts of the world. As a result,
there tends to be a great deal of local specialization, through small-scale
production, to meet local preferences, particularly for smaller products
such as plows and harrows. Larger machinery is also affected, as, for
example, the need for a combine in North America that will permit wheat
farmers to plow straw back under, and for one in Europe that will
permit them to harvest it. Again, cheap fuel costs in the United States
have made it more economical for U.S. farmers to use tractors powered
by gasoline engines, while high fuel prices in other areas have made the
initially more expensive diesel engines more advantageous in the long run.
An important element in competition for the larger and more com-
plicated machines such as tractors and combines is the availability of
parts; fast parts replacement, especially during critical periods of use,
13 Cf. EFTA Bulletin, European Free Trade Association, July 1962, p. 4. However,
the exclusion of parts from SITC 712.5 and the assignment of certain types of tractors
to other categories (see previous footnote) tend to enhance the U.K. share of exports
in SITC 712.5 and to diminish that of the United States. Parts are more important in
U.S. than in U.K. exports; when the 1963 exports of tractors and identifiable tractor
parts (parts are not separately distinguished for some tractor categories in the trade
statistics) are compared for the two countries, the U.S. total is $462 million and the
U.K. total is $388; for 1964 the corresponding figures are $600 million and $377 mil-
lion. One reason that parts are so important in U.S. exports is that the major U.S.
firms are all extensively involved in production overseas.Nonelectrical Machinery 303
is essential to the economical operation of such equipment. Thus dealer
organization as well as price affects the competitiveness of different
makes.
Changes in export shares were comparatively small during the four
years for which we have data (Table 12.13). The United States lost
somewhat in 1962 but more than regained its initial position by 1964,
while the United Kingdom first gained but then lost more in 1964.
Germany suffered some loss in its share in both 1962 and 1963 while
other EEC countries gained to an extent that more than offset the Ger-
man losses.
Price Trends and Levels
The two major problems in measuring price differences between times
and between places were the lack of comparable models and existence of
differential pricing between various markets. '(The latter practice in the
export trade seems to be a common feature of the agricultural equipment
industry abroad and is not unknown in North America.) Our stress
upon obtaining from each respondent comparative prices for two or more
times or places helped meet both of these problems. In addition, to sur-
mount the difficulty caused by the diversity of models, we used a regres-
sion analysis which enabled us to compare tractors of different weight
and horsepower specifications over time for the United States and, to
a more limited degree, between other countries and the United States.
Nevertheless, it would have been desirable, because of the prevalence of
differential pricing, to have had a larger sample of prices than we were
Table 12.13








1964 $1,624 100.038.223.323.6 12.9 0.6
1963 1,398 100.034.528.023.6 12.7 0.5
1962 1,185 100.033.828.423.9 13.4 0.5
1961 1,067 100.036.626.222.3 15.7 0.6
Source: Appendix B.304 Product Reports
Table 12.14
International Prices, Agricultural Machinery and Implements,
1953, 1957, 1961—64
(1962 =100)
1953 1957 1961 1962 1963 1964
AGRICULTURALMACHINERYANDIMPLEMENTS(SITC712)
U.S. 83 89 98 100 102 •103
U.K. 84 92 98 100 102 102
EEC 84 90 98 100 102 102
Germany 84 91 99 100 101 101
TRACTORS (SITC712.5)
US. 84 91 98 100 102 102
U.K. 86 95 99 100 101 102
EEC 86 92 98 100 103 104
Germany 88 94 100 100 102 103
Source: AppendixC.
ableto gather. We believe, however, that the time-to-time indexes that
we were able to put together for the United States and Germany are
reliable; the United Kingdom and EEC temporal indexes are more
tenuous.
In view of these problems it is somewhat reassuring to find that the
indexes for the different countries, each built up from completely inde-
pendent data,'4 behave in such similar ways. From 1953 to 1964, price
increases on agricultural equipment ranged from 17 to 20 per cent, with
the largest rise in the United States and the smallest in Germany (Table
12.14). Separate indexes for the important tractor subgroup indicate
a slightly smaller increase but an otherwise generally similar timing and
pattern of price change.
The same relationships are viewed from a somewhat different stand-
point in the indexes of U.S. price competitiveness (Table 12.15). U.S.
price competitiveness tended to decline, hut only slightly in most cases.
The data for tractors hint at some reversal of the U.S. decline in 1964.
The international price indexes and the derived indexes of price com-
petitiveness may be compared with a similar set of indexes based on
wholesale prices (Table 12.16). The coverage of these indexes differs
14Except,of course, for theoverlap between the EEC and Germany.Nonelectrical Machinery 305
Table 12.15
Price Competitiveness, Agricultural Machinery and Implements,
1953, 1957, 1961—64
(1962=100)
1953 1957 1961 1962 1963 1964
AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY AND IMPLEMENTS (SITC 712)
Relative to
U.K. 102 105 101 100 99 100
EEC 101 102 100 100 100 100
Germany 102 102 101 100 99 99
TRACTORS (SITC 712.5)
Relative to
U.K. 102 105 101 100 99 100
EEC 103 102 100 100 101 102
Germany 105 104 102 100 100 101
Source: Appendix D.
Table 12.16
International Price and Price Competitiveness Indexes Based on Wholesale
Price Data, Agricultural Machinery and Implements, 1953, 1957, 1961—64
(1962 =100)
1953 1957 1961 1962 1963 1964
INTERNATIONAL PRICE INDEXES
U.S. 81 88 99 100 101 103
EEC 86 91 96 100 101 102
Germany 79 85 96 100 100 101
Japan 86 102 101 100 101 99
INDEXES OF U.S. INTERNATIONAL PRICE COMPETITIVENESS
Relative to
EEC 105 102 97 100 100 99
Germany 98 96 98 100 99 98
Japan 104 114 103 100 99 96
Source:Appendix F. -TheEEC index isan average of Germany, weighted three
times, and France, weighted once.306 Product Reports
widely from one country to another, and they refer, of course, to
domestic rather than export transactions. They do not differ radically
from the international price indexes, and the U.S. results are virtually
identical, but the differences are sometimes large enough to lead to op-
posite conclusions. The indexes from wholesale prices, for example,
show a larger rise in German prices up to 1962 than the international
price indexes. As a result, they indicate a small increase in U.S. price
competitiveness between 1953 and 1962, while the international prices
point to stability or a deterioration in the U.S. price position. They also
show a substantial decline in U.S. price competitiveness relative to the
EEC while the indexes based on international prices show stability.
Qualifications similar to those mentioned in introducing the time-to-
time indexes apply to our estimates of the levels of tractor prices in the
different countries. We think it very unlikely, however, that the 1964.








Considering the stability shown by these intercountry price relation-
ships, we may say that over the period of our study the U.K. price level
for the group as a whole has been about 15 per cent below that of the
United States, and that EEC prices have been about 10 per cent lower
than those of the United States. German prices on the average have been
a shade below those of other common market countries.
The underlying data indicate substantial variations around these aver-
ages for different types of agricultural machinery and equipment. The
United Kingdom, for example, is the low-priced source of tractors, but
the United States is the low-priced source of preparation and cultivation
machinery and of poultry and miscellaneous types of agricultural equip-
ment. Even within the three-digit categories there are differences in the
patterns of international specialization. For example, the United King-
dom undersells the United States on agricultural tractors by about 25Nonelectrical Machinery 307
per cent but by a much smaller margin on heavy construction-type
machines (the latter representing a branch of the industry in which U.S.




The United States was the largest exporter of office machines in 1963,
accounting for more than one-third of OECD exports, while the EEC
countries combined accounted for about 40 per cent. More than three-
quartersof OECD exports were shipped to other OECD countries, with
the United States a large net exporter, Japan almost entirely an importer,
and Europe as a whole roughly balancing its trade (Table 12.17).
The United States had a very small share in typewriter exports, but
was a major importer and showed a substantial import surplus. Electric
typewriters, which were much less important in world trade than port-
ables, accounted for 60 per cent or more of U.S. typewriter exports.
The United States played a large role in exports of calculating and
accounting machines (SITC 714.2) and other office machines and parts
(SITC 714.9) mainly because of U.S. exports of electronic computers
and parts. The former subgroup is composed of two very different com-
ponents: electronic computers, mainly exported by the United States,
and other calculating and accounting machines, in which the United
States is much less important. The United States is a small exporter of
punched-card and related equipment (SITC 714.3), but a very large
factor in exports of the associated parts, which are included in subgroup
714.9.16
The role of United States firms in world trade in office machines is
understated by the trade figures, since a substantial part of foreign
exports is by overseas subsidiaries of U.S. firms. This is particularly the
case for subgroups 714.2 and 714.3 (and the associated items in sub-
15SITC714. Value of OECD exports in 1963: $1,024 million; 2.3 per cent of study
total. Coverage: Typewriters; electronic computers and other calculating and accounting
machines; punched card and related equipment; other office machines and parts.
16Theindexes for office machinery as a whole are dominated by electronic computers
and punched-card equipment, which are more than 50 per cent of the group total.
In addition to the punched-card and related equipment (SITC 714.3) we have estimated
that electronic computers account for half of subgroup 714.2 and that parts of elec-










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































group 714.9): It has been estimated that the leading U.S. producer of
electronic computers and punched-card equipment sells more in the
main European markets (outside of the United Kingdom) than all its
U.S. and foreign competitors combined, and that the great majority of
these sales consist of European-produced machines.'7 A substantial
share of the rest of the European market is supplied by subsidiaries of
other American firms.
The importance of U.S. firms in •foreign production isless ovçr-
whelming in the other office machinery items. However, United States-
owned firms produce, in European countries, items in all the other
subgroups of office machines. In some cases they have transferred to
their European plants their entire production of certain items, particu-
larly portable typewriters and adding machines, including products for
the U.S. market. A large part of U.S. typewriter imports, including
virtually all from the Netherlands, is produced in United States-owned
foreign plants.18
The U.S. share of OECD office machinery exports fell sharply be-
tween 1953 and 1957 and then changed little, increasing slightly after
1962 (Table 12.18). The U.K. share declined by about 60 per cent
between 1953 and 1961, and then remained fairly stable. The EEC
gained until 1962, mainly at the expense of the United States and the
United Kingdom, but the gains of the United States and Japan after
1962 were matched by EEC losses.
International Price Indexes
From the measures of international price movements in Table 12.19
it is clear that office machine prices have behaved very differently from
most prices since 1953. In the United States and the United Kingdom
they were at almost the same level in 1964 as iii 1953, and in Germany
and the EEC countries they were considerably lower.
Our indexes since 1962 show a general decline in prices for all coun-
tries, partly attributable to the incorporation of cost data. Prices paid
17"AutomationAbroad," Wall Street Journal, November 26,1963; "Problems of
Financing, Costs, and Competition Plaguing Europe's Computer Industry," New York
Times, April 12, 1964; "European Computer Demand Widening US Firms' Horizons,"
Journal of Commerce, July 6, 1964; Export Market GuidetoItaly: Electronic Com-
puters and Peripheral Equipment, Bureau of International Commerce, U.S. Dept. of
Commerce, 1965.
18"BurroughsCorp. to Close Plant in Mid-Detroit," Wall Street Journal, December
27, 1963; "Typewriters: The Status Symbol," Economist,October8, 1960; Typewriters,
Report on Escape-Clause Investigation No. 7-84, U.S. Tariff Commission, May 1960.310 Product Reports
Table 12.18








1964 $1,153 100.037.69.838.6 17.1 9.91.3
1963 1,024 100.035.410.8 16.0 .11.70.8
1962 971 100.033.39.642.7 17.0 12.00.5
1961 896 100.034.69.240.1 16.2 11.52.8
1957b 391 100.035.313.639.1 17.4 10.5 0.3
1953b 205 100.044.915.128.8 12.7 7.30.5
Source: Appendix B.
a0f which France, 7.6per cent.
bExciuding Spain ($2 million in 1961) and Switzerland ($23 million in 1961).
by ultimate purchasers for these products tended to remain constant
during 1962—1964. The use of these prices instead of cost data would
therefore have tended to reduce or possibly eliminate the decline in
U.S. and European prices shown in the last two years, but it would not
have affected the movement of the indexes of price competitiveness pre-
sented below.
Our price indexes in this group take little or no account of the enor-
mous improvements in quality that have taken place with the introduction
of new computers. The price declines we show reflect mainly gains in
the efficiency with which old machines were produced. Therefore, these
Table 12.19
International Prices, Office Machines, 1953, 1957, 1961—64
(1962=100)
1953 1957 1961 1962 1963 1964
U.S. 92 100 103 100 96 92
U.K. 90 96 100 100 93 89
EEC 107 98 100 100 94 89
Germany 106 97 100 100 94 89
Source: Appendix C.Nonelectrical Machinery 311
Table 12.20
U.S. International Prices, Office Machines: NBER Index vs. Indexes from











NBER internationalprice index 109 103 97 96 96
Index derived fromwholesale 112 102 99 101 100
prices
Index derived fromexport 106 124 106 91 108
unit values
Source:International price indexes: unlinked indexes underlying Table 12.19. Index
derived from wholesale prices: Appendix F. Index derived from export unit values:
Appendix G.
price indexes must be biased upward by a large margin. We did not have
the data necessary for the type of regression analysis performed else-
where in this study, but the dimensions of the upward bias are suggested
by a comparison with regression-based indexes for U.S. domestic sales
of computers, which show a decline of over 50 per cent in computer
prices between 1961 and 1964 when our indexes report a decline of a
little less than 15 per cent.19
In Table 12.20 our U.S. international price indexes for office ma-
chines are compared with indexes derived from BLS wholesale price
series and from those U.S. export unit values of office machines that are
used by the Department of Commerce in its export unit value index.
These latter indexes, as year-to-year price changes, appear in the second
and third lines of Table 12.20. There were not enough wholesale price
series for the other countries to permit the construction of similar price
indexes.
There are several large differences between the NBER indexes and
the export unit value indexes. The NBER data show no upward price
trend while the export unit values indicate a price rise of over 30 per cent
and, in addition, fluctuate much more sharply. The unit value data cover
a narrower list of products but nevertheless include a much wider range
of price changes in some years than the NBER indexes. In 1961/1957,
19 Gregory C. Chow, "Technological Change and the Demand for Computers,"
American Economic Review, December 1967.312 Product Reports
for example, the export unit value changes in the three series covered
ranged from —32 per cent to +36 per cent. Since the export unit values
are averages for many transactions one would expect them to have, if
the groups were homogeneous, a narrower range of price changes in any
one year and greater stability over time than the individual transaction
prices used in the NBER indexes.
The indexes derived from wholesale price data are in every year. as
close as or closer than the unit value indexes to the NBER indexes,
particularly in 1961 /1957and 1962/1961, when there were large
differences between the two trade indexes. One reason for the superiority
of the wholesale price data is their wider coverage.
The wholesale price indexes do show some upward trend over the
eleven years as a whole, but much less than the unit value indexes. One
explanation for the differences in trends is that neither the unit value
nor the wholesale price indexes include subgroup 714.3, electronic
computers in subgroup 714.2, or the corresponding parts in subgroup
714.9, whereas the NBER indexes do. These items, particularly electronic
computers, were responsible for the downward movement in the NBER
price indexes in the later years. The NBER indexes for subgroups 714.1
and 714.2 other than electronic computers were all within two percent-
age points of the corresponding BLS indexes, except in the 1957/195 3
segment when their rise was substantially less than that shown by the
BLS.
Price Competitiveness
Relative to the United Kingdom, American price competitiveness
barely changed during these years (Table 12.21). The relationship
between the U.S. and British international price levels in 1964 was almost
the same as in 1953. Germany and the EEC countries as a group gained
substantially on the United States, the bulk of the improvement taking
place between 1953 and 1957, with little or no change in price competi-
tiveness after that.20
The data underlying both the time-to-time and place-to-place com-
parisons used in the indexes of price competitiveness for office machines
20 It should be noted that the indexes prior to 1962 are seriously weak because they
do not cover electronic computers, punched-card equipment, and the corresponding
parts of machines in SITC 714.9. However, the evidence for later years does not sug-
gest that changes in price competitiveness in these groups of commodities were very
different from those in other subgroups of office machines, given the price measure-
ment methods we are using. See, however, the discussion of international price measures,
above.Nonelectrical Machinery 313
Table 12.21
U.S. Price Competitiveness, Office Machines, 1953, 1957, 1961—64
(1962= 100)
1953 1957 1961 1962 1963 1964
Relative to
U.K. 98 97 97 100 98 97
EEC 118 98 97 100 98 97
Germany 116 98 97 100 98 97
Note: Changes in price competitiveness can alsobeinferred from place-to-place data.
The results of this calculation, although based on fewer and less reliable observations
than the time-to-time calculations, are similar, as can be seen below:
1953 1957 1961 1962 1963 1964
Relative to
U.K. 102 100 99 100 98 98
EEC NA 100 98 100 98 96
Germany NA 100 98 100 98 96
Source: Appendix D.
differ from those in most of the other commodity groups in one major
respect: the use of cost data in place of prices. Cost data were employed
particularly in subgroups 714.2 and 714.3, but to some degree also in
subgroups 714.1 and 714.9. Costs were used instead of prices in several
cases in which sales were made through international companies which
filled orders from production by subsidiaries in various countries but did
not give the purchaser the option of selecting the source. It was felt that
in such cases the international company could be regarded, for the pur-
pose of measuring international price competitiveness, as the purchaser
of the products rather than the seller, since it had no nationality as a
manufacturer but determined, by its own "purchase" decisions, where
the product was to be produced. These purchase decisions were undoubt-
edly influenced by many nonprice factors, notably the relative lengths of
order books, but the cost of production in each country of manufacture
may be taken as the closest measure of the price element in the inter-
national company's decisions.
Price Levels
As can be seen from the first section of Table 12.22 European prices
were slightly lower than U.S. prices from 1957 on, except in 1962,314 Product Reports
Table 12.22
Price Levels, Office Machines, 1953, 1957, 1961—64
(U.S. for each year =100)
1953 1957 1961 1962 1963 1964
U.S. 100 100 100 100 100 100
U.K. 98 97 97 100 97 97
EEC 117 98 97 99 98 96
Germany 115 96 96 99 97 96
Note: Independent, and probably less reliable, measures of international price levels
are provided by the actual place-to-place comparisons for all years, rather than by
extrapolation from the best year using the price competitiveness index, as described in
Appendix E. The place-to-place data, based in some cases on a smaller number of
observations, ranging from 7 to 36, are as follows:
1953 1957 1961 1962 1963 1964
U.K. 102 100 99 100 97 98
EEC NA 100 98 100 98 96
Germany NA 100 98 100 98 95
Source: Appendix E.
when they were at almost the same level. At the beginning of our period,
however, EEC prices, including German prices, were substantially
higher than American ones.
The closeness of price levels shown in Table 12.22 conceals much
larger differences among subgroup price levels. The United States was at
a considerable competitive disadvantage in typewriters (SITC 714.1)
and in calculating and accounting machines. Less technological change
has taken place in these groups than in electronic computers (included
in SITC 714.2) or in punched-card machines (included in SITC 714.3).
The growth of world trade in typewriters and calculating and account-
ing machines has also been smaller, to judge by the more than tenfold
growth of U.S. electronic computer exports between 1958 and 1964.
Our indexes for electronic computers show a competitive advantage
for the United States, and those for punched-card machines suggest
about equal prices in the United States and Europe. Even where the
indexes are based mainly on cost data, new and old models of machines
must be distinguished. After production of a model had continued for
several years in both Europe and the United States, European costsNonelectrical Machinery 315
were slightly lower than U.S. costs for components of electronic com-
puter systems and 10 to 20 per cent lower for punched-card equipment.
The advantage calculated for the United States was derived from the
high cost in the early stages of European production for each model
and the assumption of the same high initial level of European costs
during the period before European production began, when the United
States was the only source for a model. The level of the price differential
in this calculation depended to a large degree on the lag between initial
U.S. and initial European production for each model of a machine, and
on the length of the period during which the model was produced. A
long lag and a high rate of obsolescence (a short commercial life for
each model) tend to raise the calculated ratio of foreign to U.S. costs.
Even within typewriters there were considerable differences among
types of machines. The indexes are dominated by portables, which are
estimated to have accounted for about two-thirds of world trade in type-
writers in 1963. The unfavorable U.S. competitive position in these ma-
chines is confirmed by the fact that several typewriter producers that
operate in both the United States and Europe have concentrated their
production of portables in Europe. However, the United States remained
an important exporter of electric typewriters, in which the competitive
position was more advantageous. Costs and prices of electric typewriters
were generally about as high in Europe as in the United States or higher,
while EEC costs and prices for nonelectric standard and portable type-
writers were 10 to 20 per cent below the U.S. level. Even this differen-
tial may be underestimated because we lack cost data from manufac-
turers who completely switched their production away from the United
States.
Prices and the Pattern of Trade
Since price levels and price changes are not the only forces determin-
ing the direction of trade and changes in it, one could not hope to find
very high simple correlations between prices and trade movements, but
good correlations would be an indication that we have had some success•
in our price measurement.
For each pair of countries, we ranked five subgroups of office ma-
chines in the order of the price ratios, from highest to lowest, and com-
pared this ranking with that of the export value and export-import ratios.







714.2B I 5 5 5
714.3 2 1 2 3
714.9 3 4 4 4
714.1 4 2 1 1
714.2A 5 3 . 3 2
EEC/US.
714.2B 1 5 5 5
714.9 2 4 4 4
714.3 3 2 3 3
714.2A 4 3 2 2
5 1 1 714.1 1
Note: Price ratios are from subgroup. indexes underlying Table 12.22. Export values,
except for separation of 714.2 into 714.2A and 714.2B, are from Appendix A and the
sources underlying it.U.S. exports for 714.2B are from U.S. Export Statistics, 1963
Annual, U.S. Bureau of the Census, Report FT 410, June 1964. Estimates of U.K. ex-
ports are from Accounts Relating to the Trade and Navigation of the United Kingdom,
HMSO, December 1964.Those for other European countries are derived very roughly
from Market Information on Electronic Products in West Germany, U.S. Dept. of Com-
merce, Overseas Business Reports, OBR 64-120, October 1964, and Export Market
Guide to Italy, Electronic Computers and Peripheral Equipment, U.S. Dept. of Com-
merce, Bureau of International Commerce, 1965.
Import values data are OECD exports to the United States, the United
Kingdom, and the EEC, from the same sources as the export values, except for 714.2B,
which is roughly estimated from the sources mentioned above.
Import values from import data are total imports of the United States, the United
Kingdom, and the EEC countries, from Trade by Commodities, OECD Statistical Bul-
letin, Series C, 1963, Vol. II, Imports, and for electronic computers, rough estimates
based on the sources previously mentioned.
aHigh to low.
bThe subgroups are 714.1, typewriters and check-writing machines; 714.2A, cal-
culating, accounting machines other than electronic computers; 714.2B, electronic
computers, 714.3, statistical machines; 714.9, office machines, n.e.s.
CFor each country, exports as reported by that country and imports as the sum of
other countries' reported exports to that country.
dFor each country, exports and imports as reported by that country.
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Table 12.23
Relation of Price Ratios to Export Shares and Export-Import Ratios, 1963Nonelectrical Machinery 317
United Kingdom and the United States, we show in the first column that
U.K. prices are highest relative to U.S. prices in electronic computers,
and lowest in calculating and accounting machines other than electronic
computers. In the second column we show the ranks of the export value
ratios: the ratios of U.K. exports to U.S. exports for the five subgroups.
As. we might expect, the value ratio is lowest in subgroup 714.2B, for
which the price ratio is highest. Similar sets of comparisons are made
for the EEC vs. the United States.
All these comparisons of prices and trade values are subject to two
serious drawbacks. One is the heterogeneity of the SITC trade groups,
even on a four-digit level. In these comparisons, for example, it was
necessary to break subgroup 714.2 down between electronic computers.
(714.2B) and other calculating and accounting machines (714.2A)
because the price movements of the two items differed greatly. However,
the division of the export and import values could be done only very
crudely for lack of comparable data.
Even where the export classes do not combine such different com-
modities they suffer from inconsistencies among the trade classifications
of the various countries, which produce spurious relationships among
the export values. For example, the high ratio of U.K. to U.S. exports
in subgroup 714.3 is at least partly, due to the fact that the U.S. com-
bines all electronic computers into one class, which is placed in sub-
group 714.2, while the U.K. distinguishes those operating with punched-
cards and puts them into subgroup 714.3 (see notes to Appendix A).
There are probably similar difficulties with the EEC data.
There seems to be little relationship . .betweenprice and export value
ratios for the 'United Kingdom relative to the U. nited States. In the com-
parison between the United States and the EEC countries, however, the
relationship is inverse, as we would expect if the "product" substitution
elasticities are greater than 1, as indicated in Chapter 6. The U.S. price
advantage in electronic computers and related parts appears to be
reflected in high shares of exports in subgroups 714.2B and 714.9, and
•the lower degree of U.S. price competitiveness in typewriters is reflected
in comparatively low export ratios. In both the U.K. and the EEC com-
parisons, particularly the former, the U.S. export share for subgroup
714.3 is surprisingly low. To some extent, as has been mentioned, this
apparently low U.S. share may be the result of differences in classffica-
tion systems.318 Product Reports
In a sense, export values or shares provide only a partial test of the
price relationships, because the influence of prices should appear on the
import as well as the export side of the trade account. It is partly to
catch the influence on imports that we have included in the indexes
domestic prices for commodities that a country does not export. For
the second set of comparisons in Table 12.23 we therefore ranked ratios
of exports to imports, by subgroup, for each country. -
Thecomparison of EEC-U.S. export-import ratios with price ratios
shows a perfect negative relationship. The U.K.-U.S. comparison, like
that for the export ratios, shows little relationship. In particular, the
U.K. trade ratio for SITC 714.3 is surprisingly high, given the price
relationship. It may be that classification inconsistencies are again in-
volved, since the import data are derived from other countries' exports
while the export data follow the U.K. classification system.
To escape this classification problem a second set of export-import
ratios was computed in which the import values were taken from each
country's reported imports rather than from partners' exports. The
advantage in this method .was that the numerator and denominator for
each country's ratios come from the same statistical system. However,
even this method does not insure the comparability of export and import
data, since some countries' export classifications differ substantially
from their own import classffications.
This modificatioff of. the import data produces slightly better results
in the U.K.-U.S. comparison. There is at least a tendency toward a
negative relationship between price ratios and export-import ratios,
although itis not a perfect one. The EEC-U.S. comparison remains
perfectly negative, as it was using the earlier set of import data.
To summarize, we have some evidence for the idea that higher price
levels for office machines do tend to be associated with lower levels of
exports or, particularly, with lower ratios of exports to imports. The
trade data thus do confirm, although somewhat weakly, the results of
our price measurements.
It would be of great interest to relate changes in the movement of
trade over ten years or more to changes in the price competitiveness of
individual countries, but the possibilities for such comparisons are very
limited in the office machines group. One difficulty is that changes in
price competitiveness, as shown in these indexes, have been very small:Nonelectrical Machinery 319
Only in two indexes for group 714 as a whole, both for 1953—57, were
there changes of more than three percentage points. More price changes
are to be found in the subgroup indexes, but there are no corresponding
trade data available to compare them with, except for 1962 and 1963.
Most of the changes in price competitiveness shown in Table 12.21
are too small, especially in view of the probable margins of error sur-
rounding the figures, to warrant any expectation of matching changes in
trade flows. However, the one major change in price competitiveness,
the substantial improvement for Germany and the EEC as a whole
relative to the United Kingdom and the United States between 1953 and
1957, was accompanied by substantial changes in export shares. The
German share of OECD exports rose from 13 to 17 per cent and the
EEC share from 29 to 39 per cent, while the U.S. share declined from
45 to 35 per cent.
Summary
America tends to be a high-cost producer of business machines com-
pared to Europe once the production of a particular machine is estab-
lished in Europe and volume output achieved. The U.S. advantage lies
in the continual introduction of new machines with superior capabilities
and in the economies of mass production, which owing to the size of the
American market, enable a firm to obtain large volume on a new ma-
chine quickly. Once a machine is developed and the U.S. market for it
established, a market is fostered in Europe and other foreign areas
through exports, licensing, and finally production abroad. In the initial
stages foreign production may be 10 or 20 per cent more costly than
U.S. production, but once the learning period is over and an optimum
volume can be achieved European costs may be lower than those of
the United States by 10 or 20 per cent. If a subsidiary of a U.S. firm is
involved, the transition from high- to low-cost production may take place
in as short a period as two or three years.
Taking old and new types of machines in the proportions in which
they entered international trade, we found that U.S. international prices
for office machines were usually slightly above U.K. and EEC prices.
U.S. price competitiveness did not change significantly relative to the
United Kingdom after 1953, or relative to the EEC countries after 1957,
but the EEC countries gained substantially between 1953 and 1957. The320 Product Reports
U.S. price position was most favorable in the technologically advanced
lines—particularly electronic computers—and in electric typewriters, and
weakest in portable and standard typewriters and in calculating and
accounting machines. Data on the direction of trade show a pattern of
competitive strength and weakness that tends to confirm the price
indexes. Changes in trade flows• support the finding of substantial gains
in competitiveness by the EEC countries before 1957 but do not seem
to have been closely related to the much smaller fluctuations in price
competitiveness since then.
Both wholesale prices and unit values appear to give unsatisfactory
measures of international price changes for office machines, mainly
because the coverage of both sets of underlying data is inadequate and
because individual unit value series display erratic movements. These
probably do not correspond to any actual price changes but may repre-
sent shifts in composition within the export classes.
Metalworking Machine Tools 21
Trade
More than half of OECD exports of metalworking machine tools
were by the countries of the EEC, with Germany by far the leader in
EEC and in the world as a whole (Table 12.24). The United States
followed Germany in importance, but far behind, and the United King-
dom was the third ranking exporter, at about a third of the German
level. In fact, the United States and the United Kingdom together ex-
ported less than Germany. As will be seen later, however, 1963 was a
particularly poor year for U.S. machine tool exports and a particularly
good one for German exports. The German lead was not usually as large
as that shown here.
Total trade in machine tools can be broken down by type of machine,
a separation whiéh is desirable because the group contains a wide variety
of products of different uses and degrees of technical sophistication.
The leading position of Germany runs through the whole list, at least
in the detail we have available. The German lead over the United States
21SITC715.1. Value of OECD exports in 1963: $1,016 million; 2.3 per cent of study
total. Coverage: Metal-cutting machine tools; presses and other metal-forming machine
tools.Nonelectrical Machinery 321
varied from a very wide one in lathes and milling machines (exports
about three times as great as those of the United States) to less than 50
per cent for metal-forming machines. The United States, in turn, was
consistently ahead of the United Kingdom, except in lathes and mffling
machines.
Much of international specialization seems to take place along differ-
ent lines, dividing each group of machines according to the complexity
or precision of the machine or the degree to which it is automatically
controlled.
It is this specialization that explains the degree of cross-exporting (that
is, trade in a product in both directions between a pair of countries)
even within machine tool categories. Switzerland is reported to specialize
in complex high-performance machine tools and to import its standard
tools from Germany, while the United Kingdom concentrates on stand-
ard machine tools, exported mainly to the Commonwealth and to less
industrialized countries. Germany sells both standard and specialized
tools, and the United States concentrates mainly on numerically con-
trolled tools and other sophisticated products such as those used for
automobile production. The United States lead in numerical control has
been attributed to military research, particularly in aircraft, largely
financed from U.S. Air Force funds. Even when these machines are
produced abroad they frequently use control systems built by U.S.
electrical and electronic equipment firms and their foreign subsidiaries.22
Another basis for trade among the developed countries is differences
in delivery time. Reports during the last few years about the rise of
imports into the United States have stressed the effect of lengthening
U.S. delivery delays relative to both Japan and European countries,
particularly when full order books in one country coincide with recession
in another.23
A recent study of 1956—62 U.K. export orders for machine tools
found that waiting time for delivery of U.K. and German machine tools
22 "Whose Revolution in Machine Tools?" Economist, November 26, 1960; "Machine
Tools," EFTA Bulletin, March 1962; "The Numbers Game," Economist, July 2, 1966;
"Consumersvile USSR," ibid., February 4, 1967; Outlook for Numerical Control of
Machine Tools, BLSBull.1437, 1965, pp. 9—10.
23 "More Machine Tools from Overseas Flow into U.S. Markets," Wall Street jour-
nal, May 25, 1965; "Japan Pushes Tool Sales Drive," Journal of Commerce, January 13,
1966; "Tool Imports Rising as Delivery Slows," ibid., February 23, 1966; "Big Hike
in Machine Tool Exports for '66 Forecast," March 28, 1966; "Tool Imports from
Japan Up," New York Times, April 3, 1966; "U.S. Tool Order Backlog Opens Door
to Imports," Journal of Commerce, April 29, 1966; "Foreign Machine-Tool Makers









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1963 1,016.1 100.021.012.451.236.28.6 1.7





1953 404•6d 100.039.316.140.226.1NA NA
Source: Appendix B and sources cited there.
aExciuding Ireland.
bData for Japan from Businessand Defense Services Administration, U.S. Department
of Commerce.
CData for Japan and Switzerland from BDSA.
dExciuding Japan and Switzerland.
had a significant effect on the amount of foreign ordering of U.K. ma-
chine tools. U.S. waiting times, which were always lower than those in
either the United Kingdom or Germany, were not significantly related,
perhaps because the United States and the United Kingdom were offer-
ing different types of tools, or possibly because the differences between
the United States and the other countries remained large even when
U.S. waiting times rose.24
The main changes in shares of export trade (Table 12.25) were the
large losses by the United States and the United Kingdom between 1953
and 196 1—from 39 to 29 per cent for the former and from 16 to 10
per cent for the latter—and the rise in the German share from 26 to 34
per cent. Since 1961 however, there have been no clear trends. In 1963
every major exporter gained at the expense of the United States, but
almost all the loss was recovered the next year.
24 M. D. Steuer, R. J. Ball, and J. R. Eaton, "The Effect of Waiting Times on For-
eign Orders for Machine Tools," Economica, November 1966.Nonelectrical Machinery 325
Table 12.26
International Prices, Metalworking Machine Tools, 1953, 1957, 196 1—64
(1962 =100)
1953 1957 1961 1962 1963 1964
METALWORKING MACHINE TOOLS,TOTAL
U.s. 81 90 98 100 10.1 105
U.K. 75 85 95 100 101 107
EEC 71 82 98 100 100 103
Germany 75 85 98 100 103 107
METAL..CUTTING MACHINE TOOLS
U.S. 81 89 97 100 101 105
U.K. 74 84 94 100 101 106
EEC 72 81 98 100 97 102
Germany 77 86 98 100 102 106
METAL-FORMING MACHINE TOOLS
U.S. NA NA 101 100 100 105
EEC NA NA 97 100 106 102
Germany NA NA 98 100 106 108
Source: Appendix C.
Pr ice Trends
Pricesof metalworking machine tools rose throughout the period in
allthe countries covered by our international price indexes (Table
12.26) 25
25 The very rapid rise in the official German export price series before 1961(see
notes to Table C.4) seemed Suspect to us. Our index, derived from data other than
the official export price series, rises much more slowly until 1962 and is much closer
to the U.S. international price index, as can be seen in the Note to Table C.4, where
separate indexes are calculated from reports by buyers and reports by sellers. Buyers
reported smaller price increases than sellers in four out of five periods in the United
States, Germany, and the EEC countries as a whole, and in three out of five periods
in the United Kingdom. The earlier data were less reliable and compiled from fewer
observations; the large discrepancies may, therefore,arise from errors or sampling
variation. The U.K. indexes do not show large differences over the period as a whole,
but the United States and German data diverge substantially, by 15 and 25 per cent,
respectively, over the decade.
The apparent long-term upward bias of sellers' reports relative to those of buyers
agrees with the findings of Stigler and Kindahi for standard commodities (George J.
Stigler and James K. Kindahi, The Behavior of Industrial Prices, New York, NBER,
1970).
The evidence is not conclusive, but it suggests that sellers may tend to report list
prices and buyers to report transaction prices. We make this judgment because itis326 Product Reports
For some countries and groups it is possible to compare our inter-
national price indexes with the corresponding domestic, mainly whole-
sale, price indexes. The main differences are at the two ends of the
period. The international price indexes rose more rapidly in 1964 in
both the United States and Germany. In the first period, 1953—57, the
international indexes rose less than wholesale prices in the United States
and more than wholesale prices in Germany. The result of these two
differences was that the international price movements for the two
countries were much more alike in these years than the wholesale ones.
This greater similarity among international price indexes is a fairly
general phenomenon, as is pointed out in Chapter 8.
All the price indexes shown here, and those for the United States in
particular, probably tend to overstate the extent of price increases be-
cause they do not take account of productivity changes involved in
important technological developments, especially the introduction of
numerically controlled machine tools. There are no comprehensive data
on the productivity of these machines, but some reports suggest that,
for companies whose work permits their use, the substitution of these
tools for the older ones produces large savings in total cost. The rapid
rate of increase in the number of numerically controlled tools also sug-
gests that they are relatively cheaper than types previously available. Of
all those shipped between 1954 and 1963 almost two-thirds were shipped
in the last two years of the period.26
Price Competitiveness
In metalworking machine tools the price competitiveness of the United
States relative to the United Kingdom and the EEC countries increased
substantially from 1953 to 1962 or 1963 (Table 12.27). The U.S. gains
were larger in metal-forming than in metal-cutting machine tools. In
both groups the gains were greater relative to the EEC countries than
to the United Kingdom in the earlier years, but at the end of the period
the EEC countries improved their price competitiveness relative to both
the United Kingdom and the United States. The reversal in the move-
ment of U.S. price competitiveness relative to the EEC appeared earlier
in metal-cutting tools than in the metal-forming group.
buyers' prices that move more in conformity with the nonquantitative reports on the
state of the trade, a pattern that wouldfitthe hypothesisthat buyers are more
willing than sellers to reveal unannounced discounts or premiums.
26Outlook for NumericalControl of Machine Tools, BLS Bull. 1437, 1965, pp. 15,
29—31.Nonelectrical Machinery 327
Table 12.27
U.S. Price Competitiveness, Metalworking Machine Tools,
1953, 1957, 1961—64
(1962= 100)
1953 1957 1961 1962 1963 1964
METALWORKING MACHINE TOOLS,TOTAL
Relative to
U.K. 90 94 96 100 101 102
EEC 87 90 100 100 99 98
Germany 92 94 100 100 103 101
METAL•CUTTING MACHINE TOOLS
Relative to
U.K. 92 95 96 100 100 102
EEC 89 90 102 100 96 97
Germany 95 96 102 100 101 101
METAL-FORMING MACHINE TOOLS
Relative to
U.K. 87 91 93 100 105 104
EEC 83 91 96 100 106 97
Germany 87 89 97 100 106 103
Source: Appendix D. .
The movement of U.S. price competitiveness in these products stands
in strong contrast to that in most other groups in this study. The typical
pattern has been a decline in U.S. price competitiveness until some date
in the early 1960s and then an improvement in 1964. Metalworking
machine tools show the reverse movement, at least relative to the EEC
countries: a large improvement followed by a small decline in the last
year or tWO.27
The movements of the indexes of U.S. price competitiveness fail to
explain the shifts in export shares shown in Table 12.25, particularly the
27Ourindex computations in this subgroup took account of the possibility that the
differences between buyers' and sellers' price reports might represent bias in one or
both types of data and thatit was therefore logical to compute indexes of price
competitiveness separately from the two sources. If that had not been done, the index
relative to Germany would have shown a large rise in the indexes of U.S. price com-
petitiveness, reflecting the heavier weight given to the fast-rising sellers' prices in the
German index compared to the American.328 Product Reports
large gain by Germany from 1953 to 1957. In fact, the changes in U.S.
and German exports are the opposite of those one would expect from
the price movements in almost every year. The comparisons with the
United Kingdom do not show any consistent relationship in either direc-
tion between our measures of. price competitiveness and exports.
One caution should be kept in mind in any comparisons of trade with
price movements. There may be a considerable time lag between orders
of machine tools, to which the prices apply, and the corresponding
deliveries, which are reflected in the trade statistics. These lags may
vary over time and among countries. The waiting times estimated in the
previously cited study of machine tool orders ranged from eight to twelve
months for the United Kingdom, two to nine months for the United
States, and nine to 11 months for West Germany.28 However, some data
on actual waiting times, gathered in connection with the place-to-place
comparisons discussed below, showed average waiting time of only about
four months for the United States, the European countries, and Japan
in the early 1960s.
Price Levels
The estimated price levels shown in Table 12.28 must be considered
rough approximations even though the number of observations is not
unusually small. In 1962, the year on which the price level comparisons
are based, there were approximately fifty individual comparisons between
the United States and the United Kingdom and more between the United
States and EEC countries, but fewer for Germany. However, that num-
ber of observations is not sufficient because there is, as we point out
below, a great deal of heterogeneity among the various types of ma-
chine tools and even within the usual categories.
The United Kingdom and the EEC countries appeared to have offered
lower prices on machine tools than the United States throughout the
whole period covered by the study, and the U.K. and EEC price levels
were generaily similar.
In 1964, the price differential was about 20 per cent in favor of Euro-
pean countries on metal-cutting tools, and there was little or no differ-
ential on metal-forming tools. For metalworking tools as a whole the
United Kingdom and the EEC countries offered prices 10 to 15 per cent
below those of the United States from 1962 through 1964.
28Steuer,Ball, and Eaton, op. cit.Nonelectrical Machinery 329
Table 12.28
Price Levels, Metalworking Machine Tools, 1953, 1957, 1961—64
(U.S. for each year =100)
1953 1957 1961 1962 1963 1964
METALWORKING MACHINE TOOLS,TOTAL
U.S. 100 100 100 100 100 100
U.K. 77 80 81 85 86 87
EEC 75 78 86 86 85 84
Germany 80 82 87 87 89 88
METAL-CUTTING MACHINE TOOLS
U.S. 100 100 100 100 100 100
U.K. 73 76 77 80 80 81
EEC 72 73 82 80 78 78
Germany 76 78 82 81 82 81
METAL-FORMING MACHINE TOOLS
U.S. 100 100 100 100 100 100
U.K. 84 88 90 97 101 100
EEC 82 90 96 99 105 97
Germany 88 90 99 101 108 104
Source: Appendix E.
Since Germany is the world's leading machine tool exporter (Table
12.24), it is not surprising that its price level is below that of the United
States. However, the U.K. export performance does not square with its
apparently low price level. Furthermore, the low U.K. price level is not
a product of one or two exceptional groups but is evident in compari-
Sons for almost all the individual machine tool types.
One explanation for the low export share of the United Kingdom,
despite its low price level, may be that its delivery delayswere longer
than those of the United States and Germany. Steuer, Ball, and Eaton
estimated that U.K. delivery periods were twice as longas those of
United States and 20 per cent longer than the German ones.
Another possible explanation is that these price ratiosare from a
biased sample of machine tools. As was mentioned earlier, the United
Kingdom tends to specialize in standard types of machine tools, the330 Product Reports
United States in special tools, and Germany exports both types. Our
ratios of foreign subsidiary prices to U.S. parent company prices for
equivalent products are likely to be for standard tools because the most
advanced types may be produced only in the United States. A large
proportion of the other price comparisons are from less developed
countries lacking the industries that would use advanced types of tools.
Therefore, these data also would tend to relate to standard types of ma-
chine tools. The only way to cover the full range of products in such an
index would be through regression analyses or other methods which
permit comparison between two very different products that serve the
same function. Being unable to collect the extensive data on specifications
and performance needed for such a measure, we are obliged to use an
index which is restricted to standard machine tools.
A completely independent estimate of price differentials can be
derived from a survey of distributors of U.S. machine tools in thirty-six
foreign countries by the National Machine Tool Builders' Association.29
This involved asking distributors of U.S. machine tools in foreign coun-
tries to estimate the price differentials and the quality differentials be-
tween U.S. and foreign tools sold in their countries. We used the two
estimated differentials to calculate price levels unadjusted and adjusted
for quality differences. These quality-adjusted ratios on the whole con-
firmed the NBER price level indexes, coming to 87 for the United
Kingdom, 85forthe EEC countries, and 84 for Germany, as compared
29 Survey of Foreign Machine Tool Markets, National Machine Tool Builders' Asso-
ciation, Washington (no date, but probably 1963). These foreign distributors were asked
to estimate both the price differential and the quality differential between U.S. and
foreign machine tools in their countries. For each importing country we computed
a quality-adjusted place-to-place comparison among the exporters' prices from these
two estimates by dividing the price ratio by the quality ratio, and further adjusted it
for differences in tariffs levied on tools from different sources of supply. We then
averaged these across the list of purchasing countries, weighting each purchasing coun-
try's observations equally. The results were as follows, for the indexes unadjusted and











(Both sets of indexes were adjusted to take account of tariff differences, to place the
sellers' prices on an f.a.s. basis.)Nonelectrical Machinery 331
to 86 for all three in Table 12.28. The Swiss index calculated from this
survey was close to the German one while the French and Italian indexes
were higher and the Japanese still higher, although still below the U.S.
level.8°
Textile and Leather Machinery 81
Trade
Germany was the leading exporter of textile and leather machinery,
responsible for over one-fourth of OECD exports, followed by the
United Kingdom, the United States, and Switzerland with shares of 17
per cent, 14 per cent, and 12 per cent, respectively (see Table 12.29).
Europe was the major destination of Swiss and German exports, while
for the United States, the American republics, Asia, and Canada were
the main markets; and for the United Kingdom, Asia was a more im-
portant destination than Europe. Trade sources reported that a signifi-
cant amount of U.S. exports consisted of used machinery which was
exported to Latin America and Canada. The relative importance of
used machinery in exports may well be higher for the United States
than for the other major exporters because of the higher U.S. rate of
obsolescence of equipment due to more rapid technological change and
also, in some branches of the textile industry, notably knitted outerwear,
to frequent style changes.
Textile machinery accounted for over three-quarters of total OECD
exports in this group, and sewing machines constituted the bulk of the
remainder; the other subgroup, machinery for leather, made up less
than 5 per cent of exports.
Textile Machinery
Textile machinery tends to be highly specialized because of the
variety of fibers and processes, and the lines of specialization seem to
be drawn more sharply between firms than between countries. The
possession of a particular type of machine provides a given firm with
80Theprice estimates uncorrected for quality differences suggested much wider gaps
in levels, and the ranking of the countries was quite different. The disregard for quality
differences in this type of comparison may account for some of the wide price dis-
crepancies reported in the press.
81SITC717. Value of OECDexportsin 1963: $1,294 million; 2.9 per cent of study


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































an advantage both in its domestic and in the world market. The in-
dustry has been characterized by very rapid technological advance in
the last ten or fifteen years. The timing of these changes has varied
somewhat from one segment of the industry to another. In most fields
the United States has been the technological leader, but many think
the gap has been closing. The U.S. textile industry tends somewhat to
produce more complex machines than the European and Japanese in-
dustries. U.S. industry is geared largely to the home market, only
about 20 per cent of its production being exported, while exports ab-
sorbed around 70 per cent of German and 90 per cent of Swiss
The underdeveloped countries, which are significant purchasers of tex-
tile machinery in world markets, tend to favor the simpler designs. It is
interesting to note that in sectors in which the U.S. textile industry is
geared to rapid style changes, the U.S. equipment industry appears to
have adapted to its market by producing more versatile, less speedy,
and sometimes less durable machines. It is the Europeans, for example,
who have been turning out machines that will make standard sweaters
at high speed. In general, however, equipment tends to be more
durable than foreign although not always so well finished (e.g., castings
may be polished on a foreign but not on a U.S. machine).
The distribution of textile and leather machinery exports did not
change greatly over the period for which we have data. The EEC coun-
tries as a group showed consistent gains in their share; and the United
Kingdom, fairly consistent losses (Table 12.30). Since total OECD
exports of textile machinery were growing slowly, the decline in the
U.K. share and the slight fall in the U.S. share left both countries' ex-
ports virtually static over the four-year period.
Textile machinery export prices in general have followed similar
movements in the United States and the Common Market. As may be
seen in Table 12.31 (top panel), prices rose by about 25 per cent
between 1953 and 1964. We do not have sufficient data for the United
Kingdom and Switzerland to warrant the publication of separate series
for these countries, but the information we do have indicates a some-
what larger rise in the United Kingdom and a still greater one in
Switzerland.
82Thesefigures, which refer to 1962, were reported in a statement to the U.S. Tariff
Commission by Mr. Robert S. Pennock on behalf of the American Textile Machinery
Association, March 2, 1964. The statement quoted the German and Swiss figures from
trade association sources in those countries.334 Product Reports
Table 12.30
OECD Exports of Textile and Leatherworking Machinery, 1961—64
(dollars in millions)






1963 1,296100.014.717.542.927.5 12.2 9.2






International Prices, Price Competitiveness, and Price Levels, Textile
Machinery, 1953, 1957, 1961—64
1953 1957 1961 1962 1963 1964
INTERNATIONAL PRICE INDEXES (1962 =100)
U.S. 80 91 98 100 100 101
EEC 81 88 97 100 100 102
Germany 81 88 97 100 101 103
INDEXES OF U.S. PRICE COMPETITIVENESS (1962 =100)
Relative to
EEC 102 97 99 100 100 101
Germany 102 97 99 100 101 102
INTERNATIONAL PRICE LEVELS (U.S. FOR EACH YEAR =100)
U.S. 100 100 100 100 100 100
EEC 88 84 85 86 86 87
Germany 88 84 86 86 87 88
Source: International price indexes from Appendix C; price competitiveness indexes,
Appendix D; price levels, Appendix E.Nonelectrical Machinery 335
The export prices of Germany and of the EEC as a whole have been
lower than U.S. prices for comparable goods by 12 to 16 per cent. The
data in Table 12.31 (bottom panel) indicate that the European prices
were at their lowest relative to the United States in 1957 and at their
highest in 1964, but the differences between the years are small and
probably fall within the margins of error that must be assigned to the
estimates.
The data for the United Kingdom and Switzerland are adequate to
provide estimates of their export price levels for one or two individual
years. We estimate that U.K. prices were at about the same level in
1963 as EEC •prices, whereas Swiss prices were several percentage
points above EEC prices. These facts in conjunction with what has
already been said about time trends suggest that the United Kingdom
and to a smaller degree, Switzerland, started out the 1953—64 period
with price levels that were lower than those of Germany and the
Common Market. The scattered data we have for Japanese textIle
machinery prices in 1964 seem to indicate they were about the same
as those of western Europe.
Although there are no sharply drawn lines of international specializa-
tion, a few tentative generalizations may be offered. The United King-
dom seems able to offer cotton spinning machinery at lower prices than
other countries, while Italy tends to be cheaper on standard looms.
Germany has an advantage in finishing equipment; and the United
States, m handling machinery (e.g., cloth spreaders). As already noted,
each country has firms which offer unique goods in different branches
of the textile machinery industry, with U.S. exports probably most
heavily dependent upon uniqueness.
While purchases of textile machines are often made on the basis of.
design, price is undoubtedly a key variable, especially for the less corn-
pléx machines that probably loom large in world trade. It also seems
likely that textile machinery buyers are very sensitive to the trade-off
between design and price, so that price is a significant factor even for the
more sophisticated type of product.
Machinery forHides,Skins, andLeather
Germany was the most important exporter of leather machinery in
1963, accounting for over 40 per cent of the OECD total (see Table
12.29). The data indicate that the margins by which European prices336 Product Reports
are lower than those of the United States are larger than in the case of
textile machinery. Also, unlike the textile machinery case, European
vis-à-vis U.S. prices declined between 1963 and 1964.
This, too, appears to have been a field of rapid technological change,
especially in the important shoe machinery component, and machine
design has been an important factor in a country's ability to export.
Sewing Machines
Japan is the world's leading exporter of sewing machines, having
nosed out Germany in the mid-1950s; the two countries accounted for
about one-half of OECD exports in 1963 (see Table 12.29). Japan's
exports are primarily of the household type while German exports are
evenly divided between household and industrial machines. The United
States, which absorbs about half of Japan's exports, is the third largest
exporter, with virtuallyallofitsexports consisting ofindustrial
machines. Indeed, the bulk of U.S. output consists of industrial machines;
by the end of our period only one U.S. firm was continuing to produce
household machines in the United States.
The factors affecting the ability of each country to sell in world
markets are similar to those that have been described in the case of
textile machinery. The U.S. export position rests upon its capacity to
provide machines embodying the latest technology and highest produc-
tivity. This type of machine can be marketed most readily in countries
where labor is relatively scarce, and indeed it is to such destinations that
most U.S. exports go. The different character of various foreign markets
is clearly suggested by Table 12.32 in which the unit values of U.S.
exports of industrial sewing machines are arrayed in ascending order.
The first five destinations are clearly low-wage countries which are
buying either used or less sophisticated machines. U.S. trade sources
state that the market for industrial sewing machines in underdeveloped
countries tends to consist largely of the types that are commercially
obsolete in the advanced countries. The prices of such machines tend to
be lower in Europe and Japan than in the United States, and prices have
not been rising as much as they have for the more sophisticated
machines. Some of the major U.S. companies produce their more
standard models abroad in order to lower their costs.
As in the case of textile machinery, the time-to-time movements of
export prices of sewing machines in the three countries are remarkably
similar (Table 12.33). The place-to-place data were not sufficient toTable 12.32
U.S. Exports and Unit Values of Industrial Sewing Machines, 1964
Exports (millions) Unit Value












Republic of S. Africa 1.0 616
All U.S. exports 24.9 340
Source:United States Exports of Domestic and Foreign Merchandise; Commodity
by Country of Destination, 1964 Annual, U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Report FT 410,
June 1965, pp. 329—330. All countries which received at least $500,000 worth of ex-
ports are included in the table. These exports are recorded as complete head assemblies
(Schedule B, item 75525).
Table 12.33
International Prices and Price Competitiveness, Sewing Machines,
1953,1957,1961—64
(1962 =100)
1953 1957 1961 1962 1963 1964
INTERNATIONAL PRICE INDEXES
U.s. 88 100 99 100 99 103
Germany 88 99 97 100 98 102
Japan NA NA 99 100 101 105
INDEXES OF U.S. PRICE COMPETITIVENESS
Relative to
Germany 99 99 98 100 99 99
Japan NA NA 100 100 102 102
Source: International price indexes from Appendix C; pricecompetitiveness indexes,
Appendix D.338 Product Reports
enable us to include them in the table. The U.K. export prices in 1964
were several percentage points higher, and the German prices several
percentage points lower than those of the United States. More scattered
data suggest that other EEC prices were in the same range as German
prices, while Japanese prices were definitely lower.
Textile andLeatherMachinery as a Whole
When the subgroups are combined (Table 12.34), the results more
closely resemble those for textile machinery than for sewing machines,
as is to be expected from the better than four-to-one ratio of the weights
of the two subgroups. The slower rise of sewing machine prices and, the
more competitive price position of U.S. manufacturers of sewing
machines are, however, revealed in the figures. All in all, European
Table 12.34
International Prices, Price Competitiveness, and Price Levels, Textile and
Leather Machinery, 1953, 1957, 1961—64
1953 1957 1961 1962 1963 1964
INTERNATIONAL PRICE INDEXES (1962 =100)
U.S. 81 92 98 100 100 101
U.K. 80 90 98 100 102 104
EEC 82 90 97 100 100 102
Germany 82 90 97 100 100 103
Japan NA NA 100 100 101 102
INDEXESOF U.S. PRICE COMPETITIVENESS (1962 =100)
to
U.K. 98 97 99 100 102 102
EEC 101 98 99 100 100 101
Germany 101 98 99 100 101 101
Japan NA NA 102 100 101 100
INTERNATIONALPRICE LEVELS (U.S. FOR EACH YEAR =100)
u.s. ioo 100 100 100 100 100
U.K. 83 83 84 85 86 87
EEC 89 86 87 88 88 88
Germany 89 86 87 88 88 89
Source: Same as Table 12.31.Nonelectrical Machinery 339
prices have been a little more than 10 per cent below U.S. prices for
SITC 717 as a whole with very little change in price relationships over
the last four years, during which prices rose by 4 or 5 per cent both in
the United States and in Europe. According to the index we produced
(based on ten series from the export price index of the Bank of Japan
and a smaller number of series obtained from the United States and
other sources), the price increase in Japan has been somewhat smaller.
Mechanical Handling Equipment
Trade
The United States was the leading supplier of mechanical handling
equipment, followed by Germany, the United Kingdom (a poor third),
and then France (Table 12.35). The poor showing of the United
dom is partly a product of differences in classification methods, as is
pointed out in the notes to Appendix A, but its rank would not be
altered by a reclassification of the U.K. figures to match those of the
United States.
Within Europe itself, Germany was the largest supplier, although the
United States was also important. Outside of Europe, however, the
United States dominated the market by a large margin, and the United
Kingdom, rather than Germany, was often the second most important
source of equipment. Lifting and loading machinery account for 85 per
cent of the group total; and forklift and other industrial trucks, for
about 15 per cent. The lifting and loading machinery item is itself a
composite of several very different types of machinery. The largest
single item is self-propelled loading shovels for the construction indus-
try, but such varied items as cranes and conveyors for construction,
mining, and factory use, and oil field derricks are also important.
Some of the elements of U.S. competitiveness are concealed by the
broadness of the published trade classes. U.S. companies led in produc-
ing self-propelled loaders for construction; and it was not unusual,
even when worldwide bidding was solicited, to find only American
companies, and sometimes their foreign subsidiaries,offering such
machines. It has also been reported that U.S. companies have led in
83SITC719.3. Value of OECD exports in 1963: $810 million; 1.8 per cent of study







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1964 $917 100.035.211.538.7 22.4 2.6
1963 810 100.034.812.040.5 24.8 1.6
1962 694a 100.033.611.242.6 26.5 1.5
.EXCLUDINGJAPAN
1962 684b 100.034.111.443.3 26.9
1961 613b 100.037.012.04L0 25.7
aExciuding Iceland and Ireland.
bExciuding Iceland, Ireland, and Japan.
the design and production of large cranes for container handling at
docks, partly because the United States led in the use of containers for
shipping.84
Most of the major American firms manufacture abroad as well as in
the United States, but the contribution of overseas subsidiaries to foreign
exports. is not clear. Some indication of the importance of exports for
foreign subsidiaries is given in a recent report on one of the important
manufacturers of loading equipment. One foreign subsidiary was expected
to export 95 per cent of its production, and two others, in larger coun-
tries, exported 60 and 70 per cent of their production.35 Overseas
facilities are particularly important in the supply of elaborate conveying
systems and elevators, because they must be fitted to the particular job
and cannot be standardized. A fairly large part of the sales in this
group are supplied mainly through bids for specific jobs, because of
their nonstandardized nature.
Data on changes in the share of the various countries, available only
back to 1961, show fairly small shifts (Table 12.36). Both the EEC
84 "Gantry Cranes: WhyBuyBritish?," Economist, October 22, 1966, p. 409.
85 "The Multinational Diet That Helps 'Cat' Thrive," Business Week, August 13,
1966. The description applies to the whole range of the company's products, most of
which fall into SITC subgroups 711.5, 712.5, and 718.4.342 Product Reports
Table 12.37
International Prices, Mechanical Handling Equipment, 1953, 1957, 1961—64
(1962 =100)
1953 1957 1961 1962 1963 1964
U.S. NA 91 100 100 101 103
U.K. NA 101 99 100 100 103
EEC 76 86 95 100 100 102
Germany 75 85 95 100 100 102
Source: Appendix C.
and the German shares were lower in 1964than in 1961, falling par-
ticularlyin 1963 and 1964. TheU.S. share,after falling in 1962, rose
slightlybetween 1962 and 1964 but remained below the initial level.
Gains were made by Japan and several smaller countries.
PriceTrends
Internationalprice trends for materials handling equipment are
described by the indexes of Table 12.37. For the group as a whole,
they indicate a gradual rise in price after 1962 in both the United States
and the European countries. Before that date there were widely con-
trasting price movements: stability from 1957 to 1962 in the United
Kingdom (judged on the basis of rather poor data), large increases in
both 1957—61 and 1961—62 in Germany and the EEC as a whole, and
a slightly smaller price increase in the United States. Since lifting and
loading machinery account for 85 per cent of the weight of the whole
group, its indexes tell essentially the same story and need not be described
separately.86
In the small subgroup SITC 719.32, forklift and other industrial
trucks, the indexes for the United States and the EEC countries moved
almost identically between 1957 and 1963, but diverged in 1964 as
86 On the whole, indexes derived from U.S. wholesale price data for both SITC
719.31 and SITC 719.3 move closely with the international price indexes, never deviat-
ing by more than two percentage points. If the difference is at all significant, it is in
the direction of showing a slightly slower price increase in domestic prices than in
international prices over the period as a whole.
Foreign whoJesale price series are available only for Japan, and they fell substan-
tially between 1961 and 1964 for subgroup 719.31. This contrasts with a rising trend
in the U.S. wholesale price series and in the U.S. and European international price
series.Nonelectrical Machinery 343
Table 12.38
Price Levels, Mechanical Handling Equipment, 1953, 1957, 1961—64
(U.S. for each year100)
1953 1957 1961 1962 1963 1964
U.s. ioo 100 100 100 100 100
U.K. NA 86 84 83 89 91
EEC 72 80 81 86 85 85
Germany NA 73 74 78 78 77
Source: Appendix E.
U.S. prices took a major jump (which is partly responsible for the larger
increase, in SITC 719.3 as a whole, in the United States compared
with other countries). The validity of the observed international price
change is, however, suspect: The international price data can be divided
between sellers' reports and buyers', and while the former showed a
substantial rise in 1963—64, the latter showed a very small one. Further-
more, the index from buyers' prices resembles that for SITC 719.31
more closely than the sellers' price index does.37 None of this is con-
clusive evidence, of course, but it suggests some doubt about the 1964
increase in SITC 7 19.32.38
Price Levels
Working from a set of data largely independent of those used in the
international price indexes we can calculate relative international price
levels for mechanical handling equipment. These, summarized in Table
12.38, show that German price levels for the group as a whole have
37 The wholesale price index, which followed the international price index closely
between 1957 and 1962, showed no increase after that date.
38 Still another set of observations relating to U.S. exports is provided by export unit
values for two items in this group which are used for the official Department of Com-
merce export unit value index. The unit value for loaders resembles our U.S. inter-
national price index in showing a large rise between 1958 and 1961 and a 1964 value
a little above 1961 and 1962. However, the rise in the unit value between 1958 and
1961 is much larger than that in either the international price index or the wholesale
price index between 1957 and 1961, and may well include the effects of increases in
the size and power of these machines.
For SITC 719.32 the export unit value fell between 1961 and 1962, when whole-
sale and international prices rose, and increased sharply in 1963 when the other two
moved very little. In 1964, when the international price index and the wholesale price
both rose, the unit value declined.
We conclude that the unit value series is not a reliable guide to international price
changes in either of these subgroups.344 Product Reports
consistently been the lowest among the countries listed. The EEC coun-
tries taken together show price levels somewhat higher than the German
ones but lower than those of the United Kingdom; and the United
Kingdom, in turn, has been below the U.S. level in every year shown.
When the materials handling equipment group is divided up into its
components, major differences appear. In the category of forklift and
other industrial trucks, which are used for materials handling within
factories and warehouses, prices in the United Kingdom and, on the
average, in the EEC countries have been above U.S. prices. German
prices have been at about the U.S. level, except in 1964, when they
dipped slightly.
In the much larger category of lifting and loading machinery, only
France apparently had higher prices than the United States, while all the
other countries in the group reported substantially lower prices—rang-
ing from 10 to 20 per cent lower in the United Kingdom and 25to
almost 40 per cent lower in Germany, with Japan at about or slightly
aboveGerman level. Even within this subgroup, however, there was
a great deal of variation. For front-end loaders, used in construction,
countries other than the United States and the United Kingdom rarely
even submitted offers, and U.S. offers were generally equal or superior
to those of other countries, including the United Kingdom.89 The United
States was sometimes at an advantage, also, in complex conveying
systems, such as for ores. In the larger group of cranes, hoists, and parts
of materials handling equipment, the price relatives ranged from half
to twice the U.S. offers, but low ratios predominated, particularly on
smaller items, bringing down the averages to considerably below U.S.
levels. A fair number of bids on these products were at prices more
than 40 per cent and sometimes more than 50 per cent below U.S.
prices, without, according to the purchasers, any clear U.S. quality
margii.
In loaders and forklift trucks, in which the competitive position of the
United States is strongest, prices offered by U.S. companies can be
compared with those offered for the same models by the companies'
foreign subsidiaries. The number of cases is too small to be conclusive,
but they suggest that the foreign subsidiaries of U.S. firms compete on
more favorable terms with their U.S. parents than the general run of
89Theinclusion of front-end loaders in SITC 719.3 has been questioned. They are
more akintothe construction machinery of SITC 718.42, and are so placed in the
U.K. export statistics (see note to Appendix A).Nonelectrical Machinery 345
firms in those countries. The differences average about 5 or 6 per cent,
for both the United Kingdom and the Common Market countries, on
items for which the place-to-place indexes run between 100 and 110
per cent.
If we compare the price levels for SITC 719.32 with the export data
of Table 12.35 we find that the United States and Germany, with the
lowest prices, were the leading exporters, although there is nothing in
the price data to explain the large U.S. lead over Germany. The United
Kingdom, next in price level by a very narrow and probably not sig-
nificant margin, followed in importance as an exporter, while France,
Italy, and Belgium, all higher-priced sellers, exported comparatively
minor amounts.
Comparisons for SITC 719.31 are made difficult by inconsistencies
among the trade statistics of the various countries. The dominance of
the United States is somewhat surprising, since price levels in the other
countries are much lower. However, a large part of U.S. exports, about
$110 million, were front-end loaders, in which the United States was
clearly the major world exporter by a considerable margin. These
machines, in which the United States has a favorable price position, are
omitted from the U.K. export total and may not be included in the•
figures for other countries. Furthermore, the German price level for
SITC 719.31 may be understated because there were no German price
data for loaders, an item for which U.S. prices tended to be much more
competitive than for the cranes and hoists which make up the rest of
the subgroup. The U.K. index for 1963, for example, would have been
almost five percentage points lower if loaders had been excluded.
Another large element of U.S. exports was petroleum and natural
gas field production equipment and parts, for which we have no price
data. The U.S. competitive position was probably stronger in this item
than in the rest of SITC 719.31.
If the loaders are excluded from U.S. exports, Germany becomes
the largest exporter by a substantial margin. However, the United States
remains a considerably larger exporter than the United Kingdom despite
the apparently lower prices.
Price Competitiveness
Combining the place-to-place and time-to-time price data, we derived
the indexes of U.S. price competitiveness set out in Table 12.39. For346 Product Reports
Table 12.39
U.S. Price Competitiveness, Mechanical Handling Equipment,
1953, 1957, 1961—64
(1962=100)
1953 1957 1961 1962 1963 1964
Relative to
U.K. NA 104 101 100 107 110
EEC 84 94 95 100 99 99
Germany NA 94 95 100 99 98
Source: Appendix D.
the group as a whole, and for the main component, SITC 719.31, they
show U.S. price competitiveness to have improved relative to both the
United Kingdom and the EEC, if the final year's indexes are compared
with the earliest ones. The improvement in the U.S. position between
1953 and 1962 relative to the EEC and Germany was followed by a
slight decline. The United States lost ground relative to the United
Kingdom until 1962 and then gained. The indexes for SITC 719.32
suggest smaller changes in price competitiveness, with the United States
gaining slightly over the United Kingdom and declining relative to
Germany and the EEC as a group.4°
Appendix: Price Estimates Based on Regression Analysis
A ircraft Engines
Place-to-place indexes of aircraft engine prices, shown earlier in
this chapter, were based mainly on a regression analysis of prices of
British and American aircraft engines as related to power and weight.
As is the case for many machinery products, we are unable to make
40Twoof the larger changes in price competitiveness shown by the indexes are ques-
tionable because data not included in the indexes, and too weak to be conclusive, do
show different relative price movements. U.K. time-to-time data for SITC 719.31 fail
to confirm the large jump in U.S. price competitiveness in 1963. They suggest approxi-
mate stability since 1961 and, therefore, that the U.S. position has deteriorated some-
what since 1957, rather than improved. Similarly, place-to-place data on SITC 719.32
for Germany indicate very little change in 1962—64, rather than a decline in U.S. price
competitiveness, and therefore imply that the U.S. position in this subgroup remained
virtually unchanged throughout the whole period. It must be stressed, however, that
both of these are suggestions from very fragmentary data, and that the indexes shown
in the table are supported by greater numbers of observations.Nonelectrical Machinery 347
direct comparisons of U.S. and foreign prices because the engines
produced in one country do not have exact counterparts in the other,
even though the range of weight and power issimilar. Therefore,
the comparison between the two countries has been made by fitting an
equation to price, take-off thrust, and weight of engines produced in
both countries. Each country's price level was estimated by inserting
the country as a variable in the equation or by taking the ratio of
each actual engine price to that derived from the equation for an engine
of identical characteristics, and averaging these ratios separately for
the United Kingdom and the United States.
Unfortunately the number of engines available for this analysis was
small. One set of equations includes 24 engines and another set, limited
to the range of thrust in which most U.S. and U.K. engines fall, is based
on only 20 engines. However, these engines do include a very high
proportion of the value of commercial jet engines produced in the two
countries in 1962, and the five major producers are all represented in
the sample. The sample is weakest at the low end of the scale, and
omits all military engines and the piston engines that were used for
executive, private, and other small aircraft.
Some problems were encountered in determining which engines were
available for sale in 1962. Four U.S. engines were eliminated from
the initial list because Civil Aeronautics Board data on purchases by
U.S. airlines showed that none of them was delivered after 1961. Since
these data were intended to represent prices of engines for order in
1962 we felt that these four were probably obsolete by the standards
of 1962 and that the prices were therefore nominal. However, it was
not possible to make the same analysis of the U.K. engines, and some
out-of-date engines may therefore be included in that list.
The whole list of twenty-four engines covered a range of take-off
thrust from about 3,000 pounds to 22,000 pounds. The lowest pair
were U.S. engines in the 3,000—4,000 pounds thrust range, and the next
two were U.K. engines in the 7,000—8,000 pounds range. Only at about
10,000 pounds and over was there a fair representation from both
countries all along the scale. For this reason, all equations were com-
puted not only for the entire range of engines but also excluding the
four low-power engines, the smaller group representing those engines
sold by both countries.
Seventeen equation forms were used for both sets of data, yielding348 Product
thirty-four equations. The coefficients for thrust were allstatistically
significant at the 1 per cent level. A majority of those for weight were
significant at the 5 per cent level, and only one of those for country
was even equal to the associated standard error. In eight cases we
could compare equations including thrust,country, and weight as
variables with corresponding equations excluding weight. The coefficient
for the dummy variable representing the United Kingdom was negative
(U.K. prices lower than U.S.) in seven of the eight equations without
weight as a variable, but when weight was included, it shifted to posi-
tive in six of the seven cases and increased in the other two also. Thus
the UK; engines were cheaper, but heavier, than U.S. engines of cor-
responding thrust, and they were no longer cheaper when the nega-
tive value of extra weight was taken into account. Since the country
coefficients were not significant and the weight coefficients were, we dis-
carded all the eight equations excluding weight, along with six others
which excluded both weight and country.
Thrust and weight, taken separately, are both highly correlated with
engine price. However, the two are also highly correlated with each
other, and it seems likely that the thrust-weight relationship accounts
for the high positive gross correlation of weight and price.
We have, in several equations, substituted residuals from the rela-
tionship between thrust and weight for the weight variable. Thus, in-
stead of
Y (Price)aX1 (Thrust) ± bX2 (Weight) + cX3 (Country) +.d
we calculated the regression of weight on thrust
X2=eX1+g
and substituted the residuals from this relationship for the weight
variable above, to give
The effect of this transformation of the weight variable is to change the
thrust coefficient and the constant term, leaving the weight coefficient,
the country coefficient, and the level of unchanged.The effect on
the coefficients can be seen in the following rearrangement of terms:Nonelectrical Machinery 349





The country variable was also measured in two different ways. One was
to insert it in the equations. The other was to omit it from the equations
and compare the relative deviations from the regression line for U.S.
engines with those for U.K. ones. The latter procedure was, in effect,
a decision to. put under thrust and weight any effeàts on price which,
because of interrelations between country and the other variables,
might have been attributed to the country variable if all three variables
had been combined in one equation.
The twenty equations remaining after those omitting the weight
variable were dropped, are summarized in Table 12.40. The range
from .85 to .95, and the standard errors are all between 5 and 7 per
cent of the mean price. Despite changes in the coefficients as the
form of the equations is altered, the ratio of U.K. to U.S. prices, which
was the main object of the regression analysis,is extremely stable,
varying only from 102 to 103 among the equations for all twenty-four
engines; and from 99 to 101 among the equations which excluded the
small engines. The the index estimates is important for this
study because it suggests that the country-to-country price relationships
may be satisfactorily estimated by regressions that are not reliable for
the estimation of other influences on price, and that it may therefore be
possible to ignore some of the problems that frequently arise in the esti-
mation of other variables. However, there are dangers in the omission
of variables correlated with country of origin, since these could seriously
affect the country coefficients.
For the place-to-place indexes of Table 12.7 a single choice among
the country indexes of Table 12.40 was required. For several reasons
we decided not to use the 24-engine equations, although they covered
a wider range of engine types. The number of engines of low take-off
thrust was small, and the U.S. and U.K. engines occupied different































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Notes to Table 12.40
Note:In equations 1A—6A and 1B—6B, the dependent variable is priced in dollar
amounts.In the other equations, the dependent variable is the natural logarithm of
price in tens of thousands of dollars.
Data are order prices for 24 U.S. and U.K. jet aircraft engines available early in
1962.They were supplied by both buyers and sellers of engines and were checked
also against Civil Aeronautics Board data on engines purchased by U.S. airlines. Four
U.S. engines nominally available for sale at this date were excluded because they ap-
peared to belong to an earlier generation of engines, and no deliveries were reported
after 1960 or 1961.It is possible that further exclusions should have been made on the
same grounds.
Of 34 equations originally fitted, 14 were dropped immediately for the reasons cited
in the text. The equations dropped were identical to numbers 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 10,
both A and B, except that they omitted the weight variable.
The indexes were calculated in several different ways. Where there was a U.K. term
in an equation for the log of price the coefficient (actually 100 [coefficient plus one])
was taken as the price index. Where there was a U.K. term in an equation for the actual
price, the average specifications for 20 or 24 engines were inserted, U.K. and U.S. prices
computed for that point, and the ratio taken as the index. Where there was no U.K. term
in the equation the index was measured, in the actual price equations, from the averages
of ratios of actual to expected price for U.K. and U.S. engines. In the log equations, the
index was the antilog of the difference between average U.K. arid average U.S. residuals.
The last two procedures imply two different types of average:an arithmetic mean of
ratios in the former case and a geometric mean in the latter.
aResidual from equation relating weight to thrust.
bDummy variable taking value of 1 for U.K. engines and zero for U.S. engines.
the logarithmic equations these are ratios of the antilog of the logarithmic
standard error to the mean of actual prices.
influence of country of origin from the influence of the other variables
in this range.
Among the 20-engine regressions, the highest correlations were for
lB and 3B, which produced U.K.-U.S. indexes of 99.5. The logarithmic
equations had slightly lower standard errors, but the average of their
U.K.-U.S. price indexes was also 99.5. We used this valuethe 1962
place-to-place index for the complete aircraft engine component of the
index for aircraft engines and parts in the computations for Table 12.7.
Outboard Motors
Retail prices of outboard motors ranging from 3 to 100 horsepower
were made available from a market survey by a large producer. The
survey included motors of four U.S. producers and six producers inNonelectrical Machinery 353
Belgium, Canada, Italy, Sweden, and the United Kingdom (see Table
12.41).
For our study we would have preferred to have f.a.s. export prices
for each country's producers. Instead, we had each producer's retail
prices in a number of different places, usually including his home
market and one or more foreign markets. We tried to come a little
closer to the approximation of relative export prices by excluding the
observations relating to a producer's price in his home market.
There were 127 usable observations for 1962 and 97 for 1963, of
which, it may be seen from Table 12.41, 79 and 54,respectively,
were U.S. models. The prices were those prevailing on the French,
German, Italian, or British markets. Where a producer sold the same
model in two or more different markets the prices usually differed, and
Table 12.41
Number of Observations and Average Horsepower of





No.of Observations inMarketof Average
Horsepower FranceGermanyItalyU.K.Total
1962
U.S. 4 26 22 31 79 34
U.K. 1 8 8 23
Belgium 2 7 8 15 27
Italy 1 8 8 19
Sweden 2 7 7 16
Canada 1 10 10 26
Total 11 33 38 56 127 30
1963
U.S. 4 21 8 25 54 35
U.K. 1 4 5 9 22
Belgium 1 7 7 26
Italy 1 5 7 12 16
Sweden 1 4 3 7 8
Canada 1 8 8 29
Total 9 41 13 43 97 28354 ProductReports
the model was treated as a separate observation in each market. The
number of different U.S. models was in each year about half the
number of U.S. observations. Non-U.S. firms tended more to restrict
their operations to one foreign market, so there were only about a
dozen foreign models that had to be treated as more than one observa-
tion.
The 1962 data also contained information on motors equipped with
electric starters, generators, and stern drive. The few that had the last
two features were eliminated, but those with electric starters, accounting
for about a fourth of both the U.S. and foreign observations, were re-
tained. Two small, inexpensive motors made by a Japanese producer
were, excluded because they used kerosene as fuel rather than gasoline.
In deriving price comparisons from these data, we experimented with
several approaches to regression analysis. Partly because we had in-
formation about the electric starter in one year but not in the other, it
was more convenient to do separate regressions for the two years. In
each case, there was one continuous independent variable, horsepower.
The other variables—country of producer, market, and (in 1962 only)
an electric starter—were used as dummies.41
Arithmetic and logarithmic regressions for the two years yielded R2's
of 0.95or0.96; the coefficients are presented in Table 12.42.42 The
producer coefficients tell us the amount by which the price or log
price of each country differed from that of the United States. For ex-
ample, the 1962 arithmetic regression indicates the U.K. retail prices
in foreign markets were $28.34 less than U.S. retail prices in foreign
-markets. The difference, like all the other differences for producing
countries, is not statistically significant. Indeed, all the Canadian coef-
ficients are less than half their standard errors and the same is true for
Italy, Belgium, and Sweden in at least one of the four regressions. We
nevertheless converted the coefficients to price index numbers with the
United States as the base in Table 12.43, since they represent our best,
if somewhat uncertain, estimates of the price relationship. We took
the arithmetic price differences as percentages based first on a 3 0-horse-
41Theomitted variable for the producer dummies was for U.S. firms; thus each of the
regression coefficients for the included variables could be regarded as giving the differ-
ence in price between the United States and the country to which the particular dummy
variable referred. For the market variables, the United Kingdom was Mnitted.
42Correlationsinvolving the log of price and arithmetic horsepower or arithmetic
price and the log of horsepower yielded R2's around 0.82.Nonelectrical Machinery 355
Table 12.42




1962 • 1963 1962 1963
Horsepower .14.52 15.30 .5593 .5857
(0.30) (0.35) (.0119) (.0151)
Producers
United Kingdom -28.34 -25.92 -.0636 -.0547
(29.94) (32.14) (.0468) (.0557)
Italy 20.37 -45.34 -.0012 -.0905
(29.07) (26.87) (.0457) (.0470)
Belgium -16.75 33.51 -.0129 .0523
(21.18) (34.41) (.0343) (.0602)
Sweden 7.08 -20.64 -.0290 .1107
(30.77) (33.95) (.0487) (.0615)
Canada -7.40 -10.59 -.0159 -.0026
(26.61) (32.49) (.0418) (.0569)
Markets
France 149.88 104.29 .2250 .1862





Electric starter 101.29 .1320
(15.99) (.0258)
Constant 168.21 172.83 4.5630 4.5147
(16.02) (19.27) (0.0296)(0.0374)
0.9639 0.9601 0.9633 0.9501
Standard error
(per cent of mean) 10.4 12.5 1.9 2.2
amterms of natural logarithms.
power motor, which is close to the overall average of the whole sample,
and then on a 15-horsepower motor, which is closer to the average
size of the Italian and Swedish exports. The logarithmic form yields a
constant percentage difference for every size motor.356 ProductReports
Table 12.43
Comparative Prices of Outboard Motors, Based on Pooled
Regressions, 1962 and 1963
Arithmetic
Logarithmic 1962 1963
30 H.P. 15 H.P.30 H.P. 15 H.P. 1962 1963
Prices of producing countries
U.S. 100 100 100 100 100 100
U.K. 95 93 96 94 94 95
Italy 103 105 93 89 100 91
Belgium 97 96 105 108 99 105
Sweden 101 102 97 95 97 112
Canada 99 98 98 97 98 100
Prices in various markets
U.K. 100 100 100 100 100 100
France 125 139 117 126 125 120
Germany 114 123 119
Italy 119 129 121
Confining ourselves to the cases in which the arithmetic and loga-
rithmic forms yield substantially similar price comparisonsand in
which standard errors are not much larger than the coefficients, we
hazard the following conclusions about European vs. US. producers'
prices: (1) U.K. prices were about 5percent lower than U.S. prices in
1963, and perhaps a shade lower still in 1962. (2) Italian prices in
1963 were around 9 per cent below those of the United States. (3)
Belgian prices were probably around 3 per cent lower than U.S.
prices in 1962 and about 5percent higher in 1963. Reliable com-
parisons between the United States and Italy iii 1962 and between the
United States and Sweden or Canada in either year could not be made
from the available data.
Retail prices on the Continent were higher than those in the United
Kingdom. Foreign producers charged about 20 per cent more in the
43Thearithmetic form produces which are marginally higher than those of the
log form, but the differences are too small to warrant ignoring the results given by
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French and Italian markets in 1962 and the French and German
markets in 1963 than in the U.K. market in the same years.
We could not readily derive time-to-time indexes from the data because
we did not know whether or not motors with electric starters were in-
cluded in the 1963 observations. If we assume that they were not, the
estimated U.S. price increase, for example, would be about 3 per cent
between 1962 and It seems more likely, however, that electric
starters were included, and. that their inclusion rather than a genuine
rise in prices, accounts for the 3 per cent increase.
Regressions for the individual producing countries yielded similar
coefficients. In the arithmetic form, for example, horsepower coefficients
were almost invariably in the $15 to $17 range. The U.S. coefficients
tended to be near the bottom of. the range.
U.S. Tractors
Data obtained from six U.S. manufacturers included 61 diesel engine
tractors for which export prices (to distributors), weight, and net or
belt horsepower were available. The distribution of these observations
by type of tractor and reference years is shown below:
Crawler WheelTotal
1953 4 — 4
1957 5 1 6
1961 9 1 10
1962 10 4 14
1963 9 5 14
1964 9 4 13
Total 46 15 61
Our sample is heavily weighted in favor of crawler tractors, cor-
rectly reflecting their importance in u.s. exports but not in world trade.
Ten of the wheel-type tractors were intended for farm use and five
were construction-type (i.e., large earth movers, graders, or scrapers);
some of the smaller crawler tractors were also used in agriculture.
The basic procedure was to correlate tractor prices with horsepower
44This resultis produced consistently by log equations including those given in
Table 12.42, others relating to the United States only, and still others in which data for
all years and countries are pooled. The results given by arithmetic equations vary from
2 to 5 per cent.358 Product Reports
or weight or both, in a regression in which data for all years were
pooled. A dummy variable was used to distinguish the prices of wheel
tractors from crawlers, and dummy variables were employed also to dis-
tinguish the 1962 level of prices from the level in each of the other
years.
Horsepower obviously should be included as an explanatory variable;
it is probably the key element in the product mix that makes up a trac-
tor. There are, however, many other significant specifications which
affect price and which have been changing over the years.45 Lacking
these variables, we used weight as a proxy for the many other features
of a tractor which add to its utility. Weight, however, is itself highly
correlated with horsepower, and when both are included, their sampling
errors are much larger than when only one is used.
A regression in which the log of price rather than price in arithmetic
terms is the dependent variable is preferable if, as seems likely, price
changes for all sizes of tractors (from 2,900 to 70,000 pounds and
from 30 to 425 horsepower) can be expected to conform more nearly
to a uniform percentage change than to a uniform dollar price change.
Partly on this basis, the regression that has been chosen as most ap-
propriate for measuring price changes is one in which price and the two
independent continuous variables are all expressed as logs. The re-
gression contains dummy variables for wheel tractors and for years
other than 1962. The coefficients of the regression, which yielded an
of.990, are shown in Table 12.44, and the price indexes derived
from it in Table 12.45.
A number of other regressions were computed, and we comment
briefly on them. From a purely statistical standpoint, a log regression
in which horsepower was omitted was marginally better since its
wasthe same and its standard error was slightly smaller. However,
horsepower rather than weight is the important economic variable, and
this fact more than offsets the slight statistical ground for excluding it.
In any case the two log equations yield price indexes that differ by no
more than one percentage point at any date. Correlations in which the
log of price was made dependent upon the arithmetic values of the
45Cf.Lyle P. Fettig, "Price Indexes for New Farm Tractors in the Postwar Period,"
unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, University of Chicago, 1963; and Fettig, "Adjusting
Farm Tractor Prices for Quality Changes, 1950—1962," Journal of Political Economy,
August 1963. See also Deere & Co., Facts about John Deere Tractor Wholesale Prices
in the U.S., 1935—61, May 1961.Nonelectrical Machinery 359
Table 12.44
Coefficients of Tractor Regressions, 1953, 1957, 1961—64
All Tractors Construction Type
Arithmetic Log Arithmetic Log
Weight .2407 .8918 .2293 .2611
(.0550)(.0915) (.0351)(.0540)
Horsepower 67.88 .0996 66.21 .6554
(9.00) (.1000) (5.82) (.0525)
Wheel -1,624 .0748
(677) (.0601)
Constant 1,067 .1640 1,836 3.8578
(598) (.0478) (497) (0.6688)
1953 -4,422 -.4304 -4,763
(787) (.0542) (671) (.0289)
1957 -2,378 -.1265 -2,750 -.1566
(671) (.0437) (579) (.0241)
1961 -24.98 -.0112 -234.1 -.0155
(562.81) (.0374) (489.8) (.0206)
1963 397.0 .0256 573.1 .0355
(509.5) (.0337) (489.7) (.0206)
1964 1,092 .0399 1,345 .0664
(518) (.0343) (490) (.0206)
.988 .990 .990 .993
Standard error
(per cent of mean) 7.2 1.8 5.2 0.9
Table 12.45
Tractor Price Indexes Derived from Regressions, 1953, 1957, 1961—64
(1962= 100)
All Tractors Construction Type
Arithmetic Log Arithmetic Log
1953 76 65 78 67
1957 87 88 88 86
1961 99 99 99 98
1962 100 100 100 100
1963 102 103 103 104
1964 106 104 106 107360 Product Reports
continuous variables did not produce any R2 in excess of 0.859. How-
ever, the explanatory power of an equation in which all variables were
taken in arithmetic terms was almost as good as that of the preferred
log equation, and its coefficients and the price indexes derived from it
are shown in Tables 12.44 and 12.45. On the other hand, the arithmetic
equation, which indicated somewhat different price changes for some
of the time links, did not provide a good fit for the ten lower-priced
farm-type tractors (wheel tractors under 6,000 pounds and under 70
horsepower) in the sample.46
It is questionable whether we are justified in including the ten farm
tractors in the same regression with the construction-type tractors.
Even in terms of the simplified models of price explanation used here,
the two types of tractors are strikingly different. Farm tractors are
built to give more power for their weight than earth-movers; in our
sample, for example, the ten farm tractors averaged about 1 horsepower
per 100 pounds, while the others were closer to 0.5 horsepower per 100
pounds. Farm tractors tend to be cheap in terms of horsepower; and
construction-type tractors, cheap in terms of weight.47
In addition, the two types of tractors are not only sold largely to
different industries but they are produced, to a considerable degree, by
different firms, both in the United States and in Europe. Thus, the prices
of construction and farm tractors may behave differently. This, indeed,
seems to have happened between 1963 and 1964 when farm tractors
did not rise in price while the others did. In the regressions the price
rise of the construction-type tractors dominates the results, and the price
indexes do not adequately reflect the importance of the price movements
of farm tractors in international trade.
We could try to meet this problem by introducing weights into the
regression, but our sample of ten tractor prices is much too limited to
rely upon for the measurement of price changes for the four time links.
46 The residuals obtained by subtracting the estimated from the actual values for the
small tractors were all negative, indicating consistent price overestimation. This was not
the case in the log equation.
47 Thus, when weight is excluded and horsepower used as the only continuous inde-
pendent variable, wheel tractors will be cheaper in both the arithmetic and logarithmic
forms, and when only weight is used they will be more expensive in both forms. When
weight and horsepower are included together, a different balance in each equation is
struck between these opposite tendencies. Hence, the arithmetic equation in Table 12.44
shows that wheel tractors(mainly farm-type)were $1,624 cheaper thancrawlers
(mainly construction-type) in 1962, holding weight and horsepower constant, while the
log equation indicates that wheel tractors were 7 per cent more expensive.Nonelectrical Machinery 361
This would be particularly inadvisable since we have a number of other
price comparisons between the periods made by respondents who did
not supply weight or horsepower data, and thus have the opportunity to
make conventional indexes based on a larger sample of time-to-time
price relatives.
In these circumstances, we prepared regressions in which only the
construction-type tractors were included. The coefficientsof these
regressions and the indexes based upon them are shown in Tables 12.44
and 12.45.48
We used the log regression for construction-type tractors as a com-
ponent of the U.S. international price index given in the main body of
this report. It was weighted in with indexes for farm tractors and tractor
parts produced by conventional methods.
48Itwill be noted that we omitted the dummy variable for wheel tractors from the
regressions although S of the 51 prices represent construction-type wheel tractors. The
coefficient for this variable was not statistically significant, and we have no basis for
believing that wheel tractors should be more or less expensive than crawlers when
weight and horsepower are the same. Fortunately, the price indexes resulting when the
wheel variable is included are virtually identical with those given in Table 12.45.